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MSC to Host United Nations
Week
Observance, Oct. 27
Montclair State College will be host to the New Jersey
United Nations Week Observance on Thursday, October 27, 1966.
The celebration is the highlight of New Jersey United Nations
Week of which President Thomas H. Richardson is state chair
man. The celebration will bring together politicians, educators,
and students from all areas of the state.
The celebration will begin w ith----------Convocation at 3:00 p.m. The standing and prominent people
Honorable Clifford Case, Unitec if New Jersey, among them:
States Senator will be the main Bishop John P. Dougherty, Pre
speaker. He will speak on “ Car sident, Seton Hall University;
the U.N. Survive as a Factor in ioseph Harrison, Counselor at
sions and addresses with follow ,aw of Montclair; Joel Jacobson,
the convocation. Many of the ’ resident, New Jersey State In
groups will be addressed bv out- dustry Union Council, AFL-CIO;|
Harry W. Wolkstein, President,
the United Nations Association
for New Jersey.
?he planels will be composed of
representatives of various organ
izations, along with college stu
dents and faculty. A few of the
Dr. E. DeAlion Partride end Dr. Thomas H. Richardson address Convocaiion audience.
panel topics will include: “ Pri
vate Industry’s Stake in the
U.N.;’ “ Should the U.S. Change
Its Policy on Admission of Main
land China to the U.N.” ;
‘Should the U.S. ive Up Some of
Montclair State College’s Fall Convocation took place on TuesIts Sovereignty to Secure World ; day, October 4, 1966 at 10:00 a.m. in Memorial Auditorium. Dr. as a Race Between Education
^Harold C. Bohn directed the Processional, the March from “ Scri- and Catastrophe.” The responsi
Law”
The closing session of the Ob pio,” played by the College Orchestra and conducted by Dr. Arthur bility of education to avert the
servance will be dinner that e- i Christman. Dr. Allan Morehead, Dean of the College, delivered the ! destruction and the catastrophic
downfall of mankind was strong
Invocation.
vening. Governor Richard J.
Dr. Thomas H. Richardson, President of the College, introduced ly stressed.
Hughes will will deliver the
The following are excerpts
the platform guests. He paid speVANCE PACKARD
Greeting. United States Senator cial note to the Administrative
Dr. Richardson then introduc from the convocation speech
Harrison A. Williams Jr. will be Council. Mrs. Hugh Auchincloss, ed E. De Alton Partridge, Presi given Tuesday morning by Dr.
of the State Board of Education, dent of the Near East Founda E. De Alton Partridege.
the evening’s speaker.
“ Mankind is heading for des
was
introduced and welcomed. tion. Dr. Partridge is the former
All Montclair students are in
“ By the Woters of Babylon” , President of Montclair State Col truction on at l e a s t three
vited to attend the celebration. sung by the College Choir, ac lege and is currently Disting fronts -- atomic power, over- po
Special student tickets for the companied by the College Or uished Service Professor at Jer pulation, and pollution of air and
Vatnce Packard, one of
the event and dinner will be on sale chestra and conducted by Jack sey City State College. Dr. water” .
Partridge spoke on “ Civilization
He called education the “ only
Sacher, followed.
most perceptive social critics prior to the celebration.
one effective answer. Education
of our time, will speak on “ The
of the right kind that will cause
Changing American Character”
' human beings to face up the
in Memorial Auditorium on Oct
Iproblem and do what is neces
ober 18, at 8:00 p.m. Vance Pac
written to be sung as composers sary.”
kard is the author of many phe
trio,
“
They
can
take
a
song
CLUB will present the LetterHis topic, “ The Race Between
nomenal! best - sellers that con men on Friday, October 14, at that was a hit twenty years ago hoped they’d be sung.”
Throughout their career, The Education a n d Catastrophe,”
tinue to provoke discussions in 8:00 in Panzer Gym. Tickets and make it a hit all over again,
missions of homes and thousands will be $1.50 with SGA Card, and they can do it without Lettermen have stuck to t h a t came from a definition of civiof classroom, both here and a- $2.50 for outside students, and changing the original concept of concept and in doing so they’ve
(Continued on page 2)
broad. His platform appearanc $3.00 for adults.
the song.” The Lettermen them become one of the most suc
cessful groups in the country.
es are always eagerly awaited
Connie Stevens has said of the selves feel that “ songs w e r e
Their records include more than Freshman Ejections
in communities throughout the
a, dozen hit singles and albums
country.
for Capitol -- “ The Way Y o u
Vance Packard Is a native of
Look
Tonight” (their first b i g Begin This Month
Pennsylvania, with a master’s
The most important thing the
single
hit), “ When I Fall in
degree from Columbia Universi
class of 1970 will do is select
Love,”
“
Once
Upon
a
Time,”
ty’s Gralduate School of Journa
Silly Boy,” “ Again,” ¡‘Theme its officers- The whole future of
lism, and spent five years as a
From
a Summer Place,” ( a l l the class rests with these people
newspaperman in Boston and
singles) and Jim, Tony and Bob; I for they will be responsible for
New York before becoming pre
A Song For Young Love; Once ; organizing and harmonizing the
occupied with the social scienc
Upon A Time; College Stand j various activities of the class,
es. Many of his early articles
ards; A Lettermen Kind Of j The officers along with the class
appeared in Collier’s, where he
Love; The Lettermen Look At Week” for the class of 1971. They
had a staiff connection. For
Love and The Hit Sounds O f will oversee the construction of
years he delivered weekly lec
the freshman float for Home
The Lettermen (albums).
tures at Columbia and New York
coming and the freshman booth
Successful
records
did
more
University in addition to a busy
than establish The Lettermen as for the 1967 carnival. It is vital
schedule of story - gathering, re
one of the top vocal groups. that every freshman pay close
search projects and interviews in
They also created a demand for attention and vote intelligent!; .
connection with his highly suc
On Friday, October 7 posters
the talented trio in nightclubs,
cessful books. His articles have
will announce the elections. Any
on
television
and
in
colleges
appeared in practically all the
throughout the country. In 1964, one wishing to run for an office
leading periodicals including The
the
trio was voted the No. 1 must obtain a petition from the
Atlantic Monthly, Reader’s Di
college attraction in the Bill Student Governrrient Office begest, Look, Ladies’ Home Jour
board Magazine Poll. Among between Monday, October 10 and
nal, The Saturday Evening Post,
their
recent television appear Friday, October 14. Each peti
Harpers and The New York
ances
are The Red Skelton, tion must have at least one
Times Magazine.
Hollywood Palace, Jack Benny, hundred signatures of fellow
It was in 1957 that his first
Ed Sullivan, Dean Martin, Sam classmates. All petitions must
book, “The Hidden Persudaers,”
my Davis, Jr. shows, and many be (returned to the S.G.A- office
appeared and quickly climbed to
on Friday, October 14. Tuesdayothers.
the No. 1 spot on the national
They made their nightclub de October 18 formal campaigning
best - seller lists. This study of
but in 1962 at Hollywood’s Cres begins. Posters may only be put
motivational research techniques
cendo and were greeted by un- in the Life Hall Cafeteria on
alerted the American public to

Partridge Discusses Educational
Challenges At Fall Convocation

Packard to Speak
In Lecture Series

CLUB to Sponsor Lettermen, October 14

(Continued on page 2)

THE LETTERMEN

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 6)
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Experiment In International Living
Presents Program With Many Goals
Returning European Ambassadors

See Europe Soon;

Discuss Fruitful Experiences

Live Abroad

Partridge Discusses
(Continued from page 1)
lization once given by historian
H.G. Wells.
“ Unfortunately, the number
of human stomachs is increasing
most in the areas least able to
provide food to fill them. The
race with starvation is not being
won at this time and the experts
estimate that by 1980, 25 to 30
million people will be starving
to death each year.
“ Do you know how many 30
million people are This would
include the present total popula
tion of Arkansas, Arizona, Colo
rado, Connecticut, Delaware,
Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kan
sas, and Minnesota.
“Man must somehow learn to
organize and cooperate on a glo
bal basis if disaster is to be averted. Fortunately, there is
some evidence that he is mov
ing in this direction, if ever so
slowly.” Dr. Partridge cited the
United Nations and its agencies
who are “ devotedly giving their
lives to this cause,” and “ Peace
Corps volunteers who are “ ma
king headway in remote vil
lages.”
Professor John Almquist, pre
sident of the Faculty Association
read the Citation of Merit pre
sented to Mr. Charles Hamilton,
Co - Chairman of the President’s
Committee on Margin for Excel
lence, a member of the Board

Choose any country in the divided into four parts: the orLive abroao' next summer!
world a n d imagine yourself ation period, the home stay, i How? The only way to really see
spending an entire summer the informal trip, and city stay, j Europe, Asia, Africa, Austrialia,
1here with all expenses paid. The essential feature of each pro - 1
or Latin America is the EXPER
This dream actually did come j gram is the “ home stay”-- a j
IMENT WAY. Not only do the
!
period
of
one
month
spent
living
|
true for six lucky MSC students,
the recipients of full scholar i as a member of a foreign fam -; students see the tourist and cul
ships in the Experiment in Inter ily. Through the basic social un- tural attractions of the foreign
|it, the family, the Experiment land. But also they ask them
national Living program.
Founded in 1932, the Experi ers meet a country on its own selves the question which is
ment in International Living is ground, seeing it through the j pressing upon all of our con
sciences more and more: “ Can
a private, non-profit, non-sectar- eyes of its citizens.
The six Experment particip people of different nations un
an organizaton, which offers a
one
another
well
new perspective in the field of ants, all seniors, agreed that derstand
international education. It is a their stays in the various fore- enough to see to it that
people-to-people program whch |ign lands will always rank their governments live peaceful
attempts to answer that ageless among the most enjoyable and ly together?” Each summer,
question about understanding, unforgettable experiences o f Montclair students return to our
among nations. The program is their entire lives. Here are their campus with the idea that peo
ple the world over are more si
: personal accounts:
Sue Nielsen, a physical educa- milar than dissimilar. This no
ton major from Maplewood, tion that man can come to un
derstand one another is the es
visited Switzerland.
“ After a brief orientation per- sential philosophy of the EXPER
i iod in Switzerland, I went to live IMENT IN INTERNATIONAL
College seniors preparing to in a small suburb of Zurich LIVING.
The Experiment itself is an ed
teach school may take the Na with my “ family,” the Allentional Teacher Examinations on spaaks. My family consisted of ucational exchange organization
any of the four different test my Swiss parents, a brother, 23 devoted to creating mutuall re
dates announced today by Ed years old, and a sister, 20 years spect, understanding, and friend
ucational Testing Service, a non old. They all spoke English quite ship among the peoples of the
profit, educational organization well and when we met an im- world. It is financed by fees,
which prepares and administers parsse, there was always sign foundations, friends, and alumni.
this testing program.
language or French. I had my At Montclair, the Ambassadors
New dates for the testing of family duties, as would a n y who are members of the junior
prospective teachers are: Jan other daughter, and we did class are granted full or partial
uary 7, Mairch 18, July 1, and many things together which all scholarships to participate in the
October 7, 1967. The tests will contributed to letting me feel Experiment. Anyone in the col
be given at nearly 500 locations j the warm glow of Swiss love lege student body is eligible to
On Tuesday, October 11, 1966
apply, but custom has reserved
throughout the United States, and hospitality..
at
8:30 P.M. in Memorial Aud
ETS said.
“ The informal trip for o u r the financial aid to members of
Results of the National teach |group was unique: We were a the Junior Class. The financial itorium the Music Organizations
er Examinations are used by ; hiking party and we did just aid is granted by the Student Comission of Montclair State
many large school districts as j that for thirteen days through Government under the co-ordina College will proudly present the
one of several factors in the se much of central Switzerland. tion of IRC and the Montclair Munich Chamber Orchestra.
The Chamber Orchestra, con
lection of new teachers and by By the end of the hike, we had Experiment Ambassadors.
Montclairs’ ambassadors wel sisting of 15 strings, is support
several states for certification walked over 150 miles! I feel it
or licensing of teachers. Some was the best way to see t h e come you to become a part of ed by the City of Munich as a
colleges also require all seniors country. We carried all our eq the oldest person - to - person permanent organization to per
preparing to teach to take the uipment on our backs and real- exchange in the United States. form repertoire of the old mas
On October 6, at 10: A.M. n ters through the Baroque, and
'examinations.
: ly roughed it.
“ This hike was one of t h e Memorial Auditorium, an orien including appropriate works of
Leaflets indicating school sys
tems and state departments of ' highlights of my summer. A tation to the Experiment pro the Classic and Modern periods.
education which use the exami |closeness developed among the gram at Montclair was offered. It was formed in 1950 under the
nation results are distributed to Swiss and American members Slides and other information direction of Christoph Stepp, and
colleges by ETS.
of the party and respect w a s were presented as am introduc since 1956 has been under t h e
tion to the EXPERIMENT IN direction of Hans Stadlmair.
On each full da,y of testing,
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 5)
Maestro Stadlmair first ob
prospective teachers may take
tained a conducting post i n
the
Common
Examinations
Stuttgart in 1952, and was in
which measure the professional
vited in 1956 to become the con
preparation and general cultur
ductor and permanent music
al background of teachers, and
ination of the roads to success
(Continued from page 1)
director of the Munich Chamber
one of 13 Teaching Area Exam
inations which measure mastery the methods of “ persuasion in |that today’s executives must Orchestra. He is also a compos
travel.
“ The
Naked
Soci er of importance receiving i n
o fthe subject they expect to depth” advertising.
It was followed, in 1959, by ety” threw the spotlight on the 1962 the music prize of the City
teach.
Prospective teachers should “ The Status Seekers,” which an professional “ people - watchers” of Linz, and in 1963 the prize of
contact the school systems in J alyzed class stratification in the — the tens of thousands of in the City of Stuttgart for his Vio
lin Concerto.
which they seek employment, United States and, in 1960, by
The Munich Chamber Orch
Waste Makers,” which vestigators who inspect, control,
or their colleges, for specific ad “ The
on and keep an eye on us as in estra’s tours have taken them
vice on which examinations to sounded a sharp warning
all over Europe and to Africa,
take and on which dates they planned obsolescence and the dividual citizens.
waste - encouraging commerci
should be taken.
Vance Packard’s concern for South and Central America.
A Bulletin of Information con alism of American life. Both human liberty is an unceasing They have earned an enviable
taining a list of test centers, and books became No. 1 on best - I one which he fortifies by mas- international reputation. T h i s
information about the examina seller lists, and Vance Packard ] sive research, resulting in the season’s tour marks their first
tions, as well as a Registration became the only author in re- j unique authenticity of some of j tour in North America.
Form, may be obtained from j cent years to have three books |the most mportant social docu- i Tuesday’s program will in
clude works by Joseph Haydn,
college
placement
officers, j in a row reach the top rung in ments of our time.
school personnel departments, the non - fiction field.
A resident of Fairfield County, Hugo Wolf, F. Mendelssohn-BarBest - selling works continue Connecticut, Vance Packard, his tholdy, Johann Sebastian Bach,
or directly from National Tea
cher Examinations, Box 911, Ed to follow and achieve critical ac wife and their three children and Ha;ns Stadlmair’s Toccata
ucational Testing Service,Prince claim. In 1962, it was “ The Py spend their summers in an an for Strings. Students with SGA
ton, New Jersey 08540.
ramid Climbers,” a lively exam cient, rambling house along on cards are admitted free.
isolated stretch of the seashore
of Martha’ s Vineyard.

Future Teachers
To Be Tested

MGCTo Sponsor

Munich Concert

Packard To Lecture

of Trustees of the College De
velopment Fund. Dr. Morehead
made the presentation.
Mrs. Auchincloss then confer
red the Degrees of Bachelor of
Arts and Masters of Arts on the
respective graduates.
The Alma Mater and choral
benediction followed. The Reces
sional, to the Roman Triumph
March from “ Ezio” ended the
program.

Fincher Witnesses •
Student Protest
This summer Dr. Ernest B.
Fincher of the Social Studies De
partment toured Brazil, Paraquay, and Argentina. During his
stay in Argentina late in July
there was a student revolt. The
revolt was stalled in defense of *
academic freedom.
According to Dr. Fincher stu
dents take a much more active
role in politics than students in
the United States, and have been
known to overthrow govern
ments. In Argentina the univer
sities enjoy a high degree of au
tonomy, that is, the students and
faculty control the universities,
with, little interference from the
government. Late in July the
Argentine Dictator Ongania de
prived the universities of their
authority on the grounds that
they were a haven of seditions
and a stronghold for Commun
ists. He purged the universities
and dismissed the rector of the
eight state universities. Ongania ^
appointed his own rector. This ”
led to the resign?,tion of many
in the famous faculty in defense
of academic freedom.
The students claim that Onga
nia was jealous and afraid of
the power of opposition univer
sities hold. The students claim
this to be his reason for the
purge. Dr. Fincher said that
there are Communists on the
faculty but that they have very
little power and influence.
The revolt that Dr. Fincher
witnessed took place in the city
of Cordoba about 300 miles out
side Buenos Aires. A group of
students had gathered in front of
the university hospital passing
out handbills. These handbills de
manded the reinstatement of
the previous rector, or election
of another. The Police attempted ’
to intervene and tried to get pos
session of the handbills.
This intervention led to a
small scuffle. During the scuffle
one of the students was shot by
a policeman. The word spread
that the student had been killed;
more students soon arrived. The
students took possession of the
hospitail. The police gained entry
to the hospital and after a lot
(Continued on page 6)
Wanted: Part time
cycle
salesman to sell Sazuki mot
orcycles; must have a motor
cycle license and preferably a
motorcycle ; contact Good
year Motors, Route 46, Lodi,
N. J.; Phone Pi- 7-0978.

Home of the Dancing Hamburger

Upward Bound UnderGraduate Tutors

Upperclassmen or women
interested in tutoring
and
acting as hosts to
Upward
Bound students for the com
ing year should contact
Dr.
John Redd, Panzer Gymnash
urn.

West’« Diner
Rt. 46
Little Falls, N. J.
Where Good Friends Come to Eat and Meet
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Off - Campus Group Six Seniors Return From Studies HRL to Sponsor
To Help Housing Under MSC-Chico State Exchange 3 - Day Program
Six of nine MSC students who
An Off - Campus Student Ad
spent their junior semesters at
visory Board was organized last
Chico State College, Chico Caispring by a group of women stu fornia, duping the academic yea
dents who volunteered an inter- j 65-66 have returned to Montclair
est in the housing program. The |for their final year’s endeavors.
Board’s first project was to as All nine were our representa
tives in the fourth session of the
sist Mrs. Lois D. Redd, Coordin-, Chico State-MSC Exchange Pro
ator of Housing, in planning a gr-am.
meeting on Parents’ Day for the
The Exchange Program was
freshmen women who would be initiated through the office of
our Admission Director: Dr.
living off campus.
King as a means of offsetting
During the summer, the Boa.rd from such a limited student
members
corresponded with
these girls and the “ big sister”
relationship was extended at a
meeting in Freeman Hall at the
beginning of Freshmen Orienta
tion. The Alley Club party for
students on and off campus was
Approval has been received
yet another welcome gesture to from the State Board of Edu
the resident students. The Board cation for a non-teaching Mas
held a coffee hour on Monday, ters program in Mathematics at
September 26 in Freemafn Hall Montclair State College. The
for freshman of - campus wo State has agreed that in the
men. Miss Doris Reinhardt, Re Montclair area there is a defi
sident Program Director, and nite need by members of the
Mr. Gary Leo, Director of Life community for a Graduate De
Hajl, spoke to the students con gree in Mathematics, degrees
cerning program opportunities.
that are not allied to teaching.
The Off - Campus Student Ad
The faculty of the Mathema
visory Board is looking for ad tics Department is particularly
ditional ways to serve all the adept for the new program for
students. If you have a sugges a “ pure” M.A. Most astonishin
tion, contact one of the mem gly, there was no necessity for
bers: Janet Yates, Chairman; adding any new courses in order
Marie Acciani, Judy Breslow, to be officially approved. The
Jane Glassman, Barbara John new increase in the minimum
son, Catherine Mitzen, Joan number of hours to 26 in the
Swackhamer, Lorraine Williams, specific area is the distinctive
and Margaret Williams.
change in the program.
Joan Swackhamer is the mem
The teaching Masters is still
ber of the Board who represents in effect. However- it is con
the students living in apart ceivable to receive this degree
ments. She served as a student with a minimum of 8 hours in
representative on a committee of the Mathematics field.
the Student Personnel Depart
Montclair State has been
ment which developed the hous
awarding the Masters Degree
ing policies for 1966-67. With
in various departments for four
the increased enrollment
and
decades. This is the first depart
critical housing shortage, the off
ment in the college that can now
campus policies were liberalized
offer a strictly Liberal Arts Mas
to accommodate seniors and stu
ters.
dents over 21 who wished to live
A whole new intellectual area
in apartments. Junior women j
will be tapped. Persons in indus
live in apartments with private j
try and students desiring the
entrances only with the writen Ph.D. in Mathematics will find
permission of their parents. the new Masters particularly to
Joan’s efforts will be directed their advantagetoward a critical evaluation of
It is to the credit of Mont
the policies in order to make clair State to its strong Ma
recommendations for 1967 - 68. thematics Department that the
Judy Breslow represents
the program and the recetpion of the
off-campus women on the S.G.A. official approval were effected
Food Committee.
within one year. The State and
Off - campus students are re the department moved efficient
minded to register their address ly and rapidly to add the pro
es or changes of address with gram.
Mrs. Reed. Mr. Robert Foley
compiles the directory of men
living off campus. It is expected
NEEDED: SEVERAL COL
that almost 500 women and 250 j
LEGE
MEN to work three
men students will be living off
campus during the current days a week; must be able to
report to Newark office at 2
school year. This number is
larger than the number living on p.m.; $60 PER WEEK: for ap
campus and certainly points up pointment call Mr. Summers
between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
the need for additional residence
at 622-0152.
halls.

Math Department

Offers New M .A .

Civil Defense Course-To Belili
OCTOBER 17
The Individual and Family Survival course will be of
fered this fall, commencing October 17. This course is an
optional elective, open to juniors and seniors, and may be
used toward the 128 semester hours required for graduation.
It meets for six 2-hour periods in Mallory Hall, Room
155, October 17 to November 21, from 7:00 to 9:00 P.M.
Please register with Dr. Kowalski on OCTOBER 17—
MALLORY HALL. ROOM 155.

body- The program is available
to all Juniors who show a high
cumulative average to avoid any
possible doubt of attaining suc
cess at Chico. Those selected
must represent Montclair in a
fitting and just manner. A more
detailed description can be ob
tained from Dr. King.
The nite students who have ev
idenced the unique opportunity
were Rita Geraci, Saddle BrookPhysicial Education; Gayle Meili, Princeton-Speech ; Dale Nor
ton, Phillipsburg- English, Joyce
Seber, Hackettstown - Physical
Education. Christine Sied-lecki,
Boomfield-Mathematics, Ingrid
Senges,
Woodbury-English ;
Dinae Steinhauser, ElizabethAccounting; Myrna Taylor, mar
ried this past summer and has
since returned to Chico and Lor
raine has returned to Chico State
and- will marry in the winter
months. Ingrid also married in
Chico during her junior year
and Christine returned to MSC
after completing the fall seme
ster there.
Through the Admissions Office
it was learned that Dale and
Joyce are anxious to start a
club of past Chico MSC Exchange
Students as it is obvious much
could be obtained from such a
group. The Montclarion express
es good wishes and hopes they
succédé in inaugurating the clubChico offers a variety of cour
ses in addition to the teacher
education programs. The enroll
ment succeeds the 5,000 mark as
Chico is primarily a commuter
college.
In a sampling of the gather
ed opinions of Chico State many
agreed the degree of difficulty

College Orchestra
To Give Concert

and the amount of work involved
academically about the same.
Since California d o e s
not'
have a serious college deficit
the academic seriousness does
not appear as prominent as at
Montclair although it is inforced jUst the same. The school
dates back to its founding as a
normal school in 1882.
The Montclarion wouid like to
say a quick hello to the Chico
exchange students who are on
the Montclair Campus for the academic year, 1966-67. They aire
Carolyn Bevilockway, Vici Hasenpusch, Armster Kinch, Davyann Larson, Pamela Lawlor,
Susan Madler, Carol Maga, Nan
cy aher, Ann Me Kim, Louis
Cotton, and Ry Owens.

Ambassadors
(Continued from page 2)

fostered for our respective nat
ionalities.
“ Our city stay, the final phase
of the experiment, was in Ber
lin. It was a completely differ
ent experience from that which
we found in Switzerland.
“ The most significant event of
the summer for me was t h e
people-to-people contact and the
relationships which developed
because of this experience. So
many tourists travel through
Europe by Eurail and never
meet the country’s most valu
able natural resource - its peo
ple. I felt comfortable in t h i s
country; There was even a cer
tain “ Swissness” to my actions!
Karen Sellick, a French ma
jor from West Keansburg, vis
ited Morocco.
Like many E x p e r i m e n t
groups, otir summer was divid
ed into four parts. First, an or
ientation program was conduct
ed on board the Cabo San Vin
cente. After a four-week period
of family living, we were kept
busy on t h e
informal trip
through the country for the next
two weeks. The final part of the
summer was the city-stay, dur
ing which time we spent four
days in Paris.
“ Our French-speaking group
consisted of eight college stud
ents and a leader. Our familyor home-stays were in Fez, a
city located in north central Mor
occo. In my family, there were
three young girls-Maria, w h o
was 16; Halima, 14; and Amina,
12. The official language of Mor
occo is Arabic, but in all o u r
families, there was at least one
member who spoke French.
During our month in Fez, w e
visited friends and relatives,
i took day trips to near-by towns
and places of historical alnd in-

On the occasion of the Mont
clair State Orchestra’s first con
cert of the year to be held on
Wednesday October 19, 1966, at
8:30 PM . in Memorial Auditori
um, Mr. Thomas Wilt and Mr.
Gennaro Mignola will perform
the Concerto in C for Flute, Oboe, and Orchestra by Antonio
Salieri. This work is in three
movements: Allegro Spiritoso,
Largo, and Allegretto.
Mr. Thomas Wilt, who will
play the flute part, is a mem
ber of the Montclair State Col
lege faculty. He teaches flute
primary, music appreciation,
and harmony. This is Mr. Wilt’s
first year at Montclair.
Mr. Gennaro Mignola is not
new to the Montclair faculty; he
has taught here for several
years. His speicalty is oboe primary.
The orchestra has had only j
four weeks to prepare this con- j
cert. They have also shouldered i
the burden of Fall Convocation, j
Despite the short time and the
load of preparing for two events,
the orchestra has prepared a full
program.
In addition to the Concerto in
C, the program has works rang
ing from the Baroque to the
Contemporary.
The program
consists of the Concerto Grosso
in D, Opus 3, No. 10 by Franceso Barsanti in six movements,
Umbrian Scene by Ulysses Kay,
Symphonic Fantasy, “ Pohjola’s
Daughter,” by Jean Sibelius,
and Dance of the Tumblers from
“ The Snow Maiden” by Rimsky Korsakov.
All students, faculty, and staff
of the college may attend with
out charge. All others must pay
fee of $1.00. All others must pay
invited to attend.

Montclair State College will
hold its Fall Human Relations
Conference on October 21, 22,
and 23. The Laboratory will be
held at Camp Hidden Valley,
Fishgill, New York.
Fishgill is about 75 miles north
of here. The camp is owned and
operated by the Herald Tribune
Fresh Air Fund.
This will be the first time
that the Laboratory will be held
at Camp Hidden Valley. It is a
fairly new camp., and its faci
lities are superior to camps used
in the past.
The program will consist of
T-groups and Theory sessions.
Trainers will come firom Mont
clair and the City University of
New York. The T-group is a dif
ferent approach to learning.
The individual learns by actual
experience. Participants are ex
posed to group problem solving,
group task and maintenance
functions. Evaluation and discus
sion of giroup interaction take
place after the session; mem
bers of the Conference Staff
hold theory sessions between
meeting.
All persons interested
in
group dynamics should register
for the Laboratory at the Fish
bowl Oct. 10-14. The cost of the
weekend is $10 per person, all
inclusive. The fee must be paid
at the time of registration and
is not refundable.
Six groups of 12 persons each
will be accommodated on this
strip. Two groups will be open to
repeaters and four groups for
first time participants. Interest
ed persons can contact Mr. Fo
ley of the Personnel Office for
additional information.
dustrial interest, and answered
questions ranging from movie
stars to civil rights.
“ Accompanied by our Moroc
can brothers and sisters, w e
then started on a two-week bus
trip in the country. We drove
southward to Marrakech; then
west to Essocira, a charming
seaport; then north along t h e
coast to Safi, El Jadida, Casa
blanca (the modern Morocco);
Rabat, the capital; and finally,
east to Tetouan and north t o
Tanger.
“ International understanding
is a key phase in the Experi
menter’s life. He must be able to
observe a foreign culture and
accept it with all its customs
and traditions, rather than keep
that culture is constant compar
ison with his own. Entering and
living in any foreign country, an
Experimenter must retain an
open mind to the things he sees
and hears. Also, the Experimen(Continued on page 7)

DON'T MISS FREE PARTY
honoring Democratic candidates
featuring the Unknowns— a Go-Go group
and Tony Cee's Orchestra.
DOOR PRIZES — FREE ENTERTAINMENT —
FREE REFRESHMENTS
at the Hickory Hill Country Club, Totowa Boro., New Jersey
on Sunday, October 16, 1966 at 8:00 p.m.
sponsored by the Passaic County Young Democratic Assoc.

Paid for by the Passaic County Young Democratic Association

Student Teaching and Placement Office
All Seniors are reminded that a Physical Examination is rer
quired prior to student teaching.
You may use either the facilities of the College Health Service
or your private physician. If you us the college facilities, please
sign for an appointment on the Bulletin Board outside the
student teaching and placement office, and keep your appoint
ment. If you use your own private physician, please bring his
report to the College Health Office.
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T h e M o n t c l a r i o n i s p u b l is h e d b i - w e e k l y b y th e D e 
p a r t m e n t o f P u b l i c a t i o n s o f th e S t u d e n t G o v e r n m e n t
A s s o c ia t io n , In c., U p p e r M o n t c l a ir , N e w
J e rs e y , 7469S00 ( E x t . 246). S u b s c r i p t i o n s a v a a il a b l e o n r e q u e s t at
$2.50 p e r s e m e s t e r , $4.00 p e r y e a r .
E d it o r a l o p in io n s , u n l e s s s ig n e d , a r e t h e o p i n i o n s o t th e
E d i t o r i a l S t a f f . O p i n i o n s o f t h e c o lu m n is t s a r e e n t ir e ly
t h e ir o w n a n d n e e d n o t r e p r e s e n t th e o p i n i o n o f th e
E d i t o r i a l B o a r d o r a n y m e m b e r t h e re o f. A d v e r t i s i n g ra te s
o n re q u e st.

Typographical Errors
The staff of the Montclarion is struggling
with the problem of typing errors. Individual
writers and editors have been approached by
students and members of the faculty who
suggest that they have not been doing pro
per proofreading. As a matter of fact, proof
ing is done four times. First the rough draft
is proofed; then the typescript; then the
galleys; and then the wetbacks (page proofs).
The editors, in addition to the advisor, an
English teacher of noted critical ability, are
fairly expert at spotting errors, typograph
ical, grammatical, and even rhetorical. When
it comes to wetbacks or page proofs, how
ever, only gross errors such as misplaced or
inverted headlines can be corrected.
Nonetheless, the Montclarion has been
plagued by ommitted lines, lines placed in
the wrong paragraphs, or even on the wrong
pages in the wrong stories. In the last issue
several paragraphs were omitted in various
galleys; these were restored by the proof
reader and appeared in final publication. In
the meantime, however, the composer gar
bled the text again. Many minor errors also
were ignored. The editors are now taking
up the matter with S. M. LaCorte, who di
rects the press we use. The Montclarion must
at least be as correct as its rival, The New
York Times.

What Dreams Are Made Of
In the last issue of .the Montclarion, we
emphasized the deplorable parking situation
which prevails on this campus caused by
the lack of sufficient state supervision and
funds.
Inasmuch as pleas for additional park
ing facilities have fallen on deaf ears, the
time has come to use the areas we now have
to their ultimate advantage. The first and
most important criticism of present parking
regulations is the fact that the Maintenance
Department uses far too much yellow paint
and not nearly enough white. There would
easily be parking spaces for 50 additional cars
in the “Pit” and in the library lots alone if
areas now painted yellow were revised. An
other criticism falls upon students who sel
fishly park in spaces large enough for two
and sometimes three cars.
Many students are “ temporarily” incon
venienced by the need to park in the mud
behind Finlay Hall and in the playing field
adjacent to the men’s dormitories. Even when
the new parking area behind Mallory Hall
is completed some students will still not be
able to find “legal” parking spaces. Looking
ahead (something rarely done at MSC) to the
snowy weather which will undoubtedly
come, we can see some serious parking prob
lems.
We can recall last year, when the snow
plows were unable to completely uncover all
the parking facilities and when students and
faculty alike were found parking atop and
around every mound of snow. Parking proPosilions are now open to all students who
are interested in working on the MONTCLAR
ION staff as reporters, editorial assistants, and
ypisis.
Those people interested in make-up. proof
reading, and business are particularly needed.
Name
Class of
Campus Address
Telephone

Major

Journalistic position desired
FILL OUT FORM AND PRESENT AT
PUBLICATIONS OFFICE,
LIFE HALL

Charles Barragato
Editor-in-Chief
Laola Dugan
Managing Editor

Barbara Zaloga
Business and Advertising
Manager

News and Features Editor.............................Beatrice Kievitt
Sports Editor .................................................. Thomas Gannon
Make-up Editor ...................................... Margaret Scherbina
Copy Editor ...................'........................................Robert Huff
Research Editor .................................................. Ernest Jaeger
Typing Editor ........................................... Suzanne Bouchoux
Photography Editor ..................................... Arthur Erickson
Circulation and Exchange Editor ................... Elizabeth Best
Journalistic Adviser .................................. Mr. Michael Grieco
Financial Adviser ..................................... Dr. Richard Willing
ASSISTANT EDITORS: Janet Caruso, news; Janis Parolie,
features; Alan Friedman, sports; Nina D'Amico, re
search: Stanley Gurski, make-up; Donald Usherson,
cartoonist.

visions must be made now to meet these de
mands.
We would venture to suggest that parking
be made available to faculty members along
the entire area around the mall except at
intersections and building entrances. The
parking spaces now reserved for faculty in
the “ Pit” and behind the library could then
be made available for student parking. Argu
ments against student parking on the mall in
past years were defeated on the grounds
that students rapidly pulling out of these
spaces would cause some serious traffic ac
cidents. With faculty members parking in
these spaces, this danger will be minimized.
Faculty members are also less likely to care
lessly pull out of these spaces and, very often,
do not move their cars in the course of one
day as often as do the students. These addi
tional spaces would provide the necessary
spaces (with the completion of the lot be
hind Mallory Hall) to remove most cars
from the mud.
Before members of the Maintenance De
partment completely reject this suggestion,
let us remind them that students have trust
fully paid $10 to park on campus and are en
titled to a parking space on asphalt. Parking
on the mall need only be a temporary situa
tion until such time as all students can be
guaranteed the dream of parking in a real
parking lot.
_________

The Bookstore-A New Look
For many years the College Supply Store
has been a major campus failure. Last spring,
however, through the efforts of the college
administration, the Faculty-lStudent Cooper
ative began to breath new life into the book
store operation. The bookstore’s physical
plant was expanded and made more attracative began to breathe new life into the bookin existence—there is no permanent supply
of paper bound books. Hosiery, cosmetics,
and useless review books now occupy the
area which should be stocked with paper
bound books. There is no question as to the
fact that this should be one of the major serv
ices supplied by the bookstore.
Recently, we’ve heard, that the StudentFaculty Cooperative has approved the AdHoc Committee’s recommendations for the
bookstore. The bulk of these recommenda
tions would establish a supply of quality
paperback books. Students would now be
able to buy supplementary classroom texts
and leisure readings. This would be more
than beneficial to the student body. It is an
improvement long overdue. Our congratu
lations to the Faculty-Student Cooperative
for their insight._________

A Rewarding Experience
Travel, Intellectual Awakening, New Out
looks, Deep Friendships, and an appreciation
of another land and her customs, are all a
part of the experience known as the Ex
periment In International Living. Yester
day’s assembly provided an introduction to
the Experiment and to the means of ob
taining a place in its program. Those people
who participated in the experiment last sum
mer have gained something more than can
be expressed in words or in written phrases.
It is a quality which can only be realized
after involvement in such a program. Mont
clair State College has a fine tradition in
the Experiment. Her students have jour
neyed far and learned much. The college can
continue to gain such benefits only if stu
dents give the program their encouragement
and support.
We urge all interested students to apply
for the Experiment in International Living.
The essence of life is people. The Experiment
brings people together, establishing a har
mony and fruitful communication between
them.
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from
The President's Desk
PARKING PROBLEMS AGAIN
Today, again, I am writing about some of the college’s
problems of physically accommodating students and fac
ulty. Because of the heavy rain we had in the middle of
September, we were not able to complete the parking lots
as scheduled. This was unforunate and of course many people
were inconvenienced. Parking lots will soon be completed
and the situation will be somewhat better. In these times of
inconvenience and s t r e s s , it — -------------------------------------seems desirable to work to dev papers. The college has tried,
elop a reasonable perspective in and will continue to try, to get
order to view the parking situa student workers to help keep the
tion in all of its ramifications. cofeteria tables clean.
We have parking problems
None of these efforts has been
largely as a result of the admis very successful however, and it
sion of a greater number of stu is disturbing to us all to view
dents. Should we not have ad the quantity of dishes and junk
mitted these students? Even which becomes piled on the
though parking has created a centers of the tables. The best
problem — if this inconvenience efforts of the cafeteria staff and
is weighed against the value of the Student Government have not
educating an additional 500 stu been successful in solving this
dents who have joined us at problem.
Montclair, we must conclude that
I now appeal to that segment
the inconvenience was worth it.
of the student body which eats
It is also fair to note that
in Life Hall cafeteria. If we are
parking problems are not unique
to solve this problem, everyone
to our campus. Many colleges
mus cooperate. Please dispose of
in this state and thousands of I
your dishes and paperware be
colleges across the country are
fore you leave the cafeteria. If
encountering the same difficul
the first group does not fulfill
ties.However, this does not al
its responsibility the situation
ter the fact that we must con
showballs into the terrible con
tinue to struggle to improve our
dition which has become a fam
situation at Montclair.
iliar and accepted part of eating
The faculty and the great mas in the Life Hall cafeteria.
of students have been very pa
The college administration is
tient and understanding; I want
to thank you very much for your willing to make great efforts to
solve this problem but we can’t
cooperation.
without first, the desire on the
CAFETERIA CONDITION
part of the students to have the
What can we do to improve
problem solved, abd second, the
life hall cafteria? As you know,
complete cooperation of every
the condition of the tables is de
one in its solution. Dean Blan
plorable. The college has in
ton is making a new sutdy of
stalled a new dishwashing ma
the situation and he will lead a
chine in order to speed up the
renewed effort to improve con
line for turning in used dishes
ditions. Do you have any fresh
and we have added many trash
ideas which could lad to a sol
containers for easy disposal of
ution? We would welcome them.
Thomas H. Richardson
Correction
The Montclarion, through
Montclarion Publication Dales
an error in the last issue.
for Fall Semester 1966
omitted the following five
October 7
names from the Dean’s List:
October 21
Wendy Black, Marilyn Cohen,
November 2
Myra Ceres, Valentine De La
November 18
Guardia, and Garry De Rose.
We apologize for the
overDecember 2
sight.
December 16

■

Special Football Supplement
Coaching Staff
HENRY "H A N K " FERRIS,
Head Football Coach

Indians Defeat E. Stroudsburg, Ithaca
Coach Henry Ferris and his for Ferris was the defensive j alert defensive team has picked
undeafted varsity football team backfield that picked off three off 7 opponents’ passes.
are looking back with pride at Warrior aerials.
their two victories in the opening
Against Ithaca College, Fresh
two games of the season. The man Dan Rogers kicked three
new varsity mentor and his as consecutive field goals to give j
sistants Dave Bosson, Gene Lee, State the 9 to 6 victory. Rogers j
Bob Bornstein, and Jeff Gannon booted field goals of 29, 39 and j
will also be looking ahead to up 37 yards and enabled Montclair
The Student Government As
coming battles with Central Con to defeat Ithaca for the first sociation and the College Life
necticut, Southern Connecticut time in the series. Rogers broke union Board will be sponsor
and Delaware State.
two existing records for the long ing busses to the four remaining
The
In the East Stroudsburg State est field goal and the most field away football games.
transportation charge is minimal,
College contest the “ Big Reds” goals in a single game.
went into the game 21 point un
Ithaca managed only one score so sign up in the fishbowl early.
derdogs but early in the game and that was on a 12 yard run
The four remaining away
the Warriors found out that they by reserve quarterback Paul Gi games are: October 8, 1966 at
were in for no easy game.
roux who faked a field goal and Central Connecticut State Col
Quarterback Jim Carovillano ran over with the ball. Ithaca lege, New Britain, October 15,
connected on but five of eight saw their record drop to 1 and 1966 at Southern Connecticut
een passes but two of the pass 2. Last season they were unde State College, New Haven, Octo
ber 29, 1966, at Delaware State
es went the distance for touch feated.
Looking at some statistics College, Dover and finally at
downs giving MSC the 14 to 7
win. A number of well thrown from the first two games in the Glassboro State College.
passes by Carovillano were drop rushing department, Pete Berar
Departure times will be -post
ped by his receivers.
di has netted 67 yards in 28 car ed at the fishbowl.
With an
On the ground four backs did ries and Bill Sabbers in 19 car undefeated football team this
the majority of the running with rier has gained 65 yards. Jim season it is hoped that many
Pete Berardi turning in 33 yards j Carovillano has passed for 140 students will take advantage of
on 15 carries. Bill Sabbers was |yards, completing 9 out of 36 the bus to go to the away
second with 20 yards on 7 car passes. In the pass catching de games. For those who aren’t
ries and John Senesky had 19 partment, Rick Williams has accommodated on the bus the
yards on 5 carries.
caught 4 passes for 83 yards. driving time to Glassboro, New
In the receiving department, Mike Sullivan, one of the top Haven and New Britain is
È end Tony Caiazzo and Sick Wil punters in the^country, is aver approximately 2 hours with the
liams. made key catches. Caiaz aging 41.1 yards per punt this trip to Dover, Delaware taking
zo caught a 30 yard toss from season. Place kicker Dan Rog a little less than 3 hours. Coach
Carovillano for one score while ers, who is the top scorer on the Ferris and the players will
Williams’ 17 yard grab won the club with 11 points, has kicked surely appreciate any effort
3 out of 6 field goals and 2 out made to get to the away games
contest in the third period.
One of the fine bright spots of 2 extra point attempts. The and support our fine team.

SGA, CLUB
Provide Buses

School graduate spent two years
in the Army following gradu
ation. He served on the MSC
coaching staff under former
coach Jerry Edwards in 1961
and ’62.
Before joining MSC this year,
Bornstein was a teacher at Mt.
Pleasant Junior High School in
Livingston, New Jersey.

The one-time Michigan State
fullback returns to the grid
sport, after an absence of t w o
years, as the ninth head foot
ball coach in Montclair State
College history.
Ferris handled the line under
Jerry Edwards, whom he suc
ceeds, for four seasons. He tut JEFF GANNON, Assistant
ored the crack 1960 offensive
Coach
and defensive units which keyed
An outstanding athlete at
the unbeaten (8-0) season and
the 1961 forwards who helped Rutherford High School in t h e
stretch the string to 14 before late 1950’s, Gannon comes t o
Montclair State after four years
a loss to Millersville.
as an assistant at Susquehana
Individually, some of the out
University (Pa.)
standing
competitors
Ferris
Jeff played his collegiate foot
turned out were ends Frank
ball at Moravian College a n d
Davide and Lynn Francis a n d
captained the Greyhounds i n
guards Lou Kirschner and Pat \
his senior year. He was also a
Yaccarino.
standout in baseball. He is sing
This is the first time that Fer- j le and makes his home in Ruth
ris has assumed a college head erford, New Jersey.
football coaching job. He has,
however, been in charge of the M. GENE LEE, Assistant Coach
grid strategy board at two high
Lee lends a Midwestern touch
schools, Sauquoit Valley and Ili- to the Montclair State College
on Central in Upstate New coaching staff.
York. And, his head coaching
A four-letterman at Neenah,
background also includes t w o !
Wis. High School, Lee competed
years with Montclair State Col-1
in football, track and gymnas
lege’s wrestlers.
tics at Wisconsin State College
Ferris has forged one of the; and played with the undefeated
better records among small col- j 1951 grid team which went to the
lege wrestling coaches. H i s j Cigar Bowl. His coaching cred
teams not only have won 24 of j its, spanning 12 years, number
28 matches in dual meets bu three Wisconsin high schools,
also shared the Metropolitan In Amery, Adams-Friendship a n d
tercollegiate championship with Oconto, and Warren High in Il
the United States Merchant Ma linois and all four major sports.
rine Academy in 1965 and finish
The 35-year-old Lee compiled
ed second in the ‘66 season.
records-as a head coach--of 9-5
(two years) in football and 32-12
DAVE BOSSON,
(two years) in basketball an d
Assistant Coach
guided Amery to St. Croix Val
A 1957 graduate of Clifton ley Conference Championships
High School, Bosson played in two of four seasons.
three years of varsity guard at
Duke University under Coach JUNIOR VARSITY COACHES
The MSC junior varsity team
Bill Murray. He was selected
and played in the first Coaches this year will be coached b y
Association All-American foot Doug Loucks and Ron Roth.
ball game in Buffalo, New York Loucks, who graduated from
MSC in June, played three years
in 1961.
of
varsity football and was a
Bosson p l a y e d professional
football with the Ottawa Rough- standout in wrestling. He is pre
riders and the British Columbia sently teaching at Hackensack
Lions in the Canadian Football High School (New Jersey).
Roth, a senior at MSC this
League in 1961. The following
season he was with the N ew year, played two yeats of var
York Titans of the American sity football before becoming a
Football League until a knee in coach.
jury ended his playing career.
After finishing out the 1962
Wrestling Try-Outs
season on the Duke coaching
Attention
All boys interest
staff, Dave moved to Indiana
ed
in
wrestling
should report
State for the next two years.
Last year he coached at Clifton to the Gym on October 17 at
4:00 p.m. in the Men’s Locker
High School.
Room or contact captains Carl
Bateman and Jeff Rosen. We
BOB BORNSTEIN Assistant
are happy to announce that
Coach
Mr. Ferris is still
Head
A graduate of Trenton State,
Wrestling Coach, boasting
a
Bornstein captained the Lions
record of 23-4-1. Jerry Lew
1959 eleven to a 7-1 mark in is- is back as J. V. coach and
his senior year. A tapkle in foot Gerry Barks and Jim White,
ball, he also was a standout in last year’s co - captains, will
basketball and track.
be assistants to Mir. FerrisT h e Hillside (N.J.) High
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Off. LE. Rick Williams

Off. LT. Def. RE, Tony Baiialino

Off. LG, Pete Yurkowsky

Off. Center, Jack Freeman

Off. RG & LB, Jack Harringion

MEET THE MSi
Overview of the Opposition
w m m m em m m m
October 8, 1966 at Central Con coach Harry Shay, formerly of cern over the running game
necticut State College, New Notre Dame moved into a good |game which has two first rate
Britian.
ground gainers in John Lisa

position when he took over the
helm of the Owls and this
years team should equal or sur
pass last falls record providing
fullback and safetyman problem
are eliminated. Halfback Dick
Nocera, the East Coast Athletic
Conference sophmore of the year
in 6 was named to the All East
and All New England teams last
year in 6 was named to the
All East and All New England
teams last year after gaining
1166 yards and scoring 9 points
last season. SCSC also possesses
good backfield balance with Jim
Guercia at halfback and Bob To
bin and Fred Salvati at quarter
October 15, 1966 at Southern
back. This game shapes up as a
Connecticut State College, New
real battle and in conscience we
H^ven.
see it as a toss up. The In
Southern Connecticut^ n e w dians Kicker, Dan Rogers, may
play a big part in this contest.

The Blue Devils are well stock
ed with veterans including Quar
terback A1 Jutze, end John Muligan, center Bill Tynik, and tac
kle Paul Moran. Connecticut has
plenty of experience and depth
at most postions. Prime prob
lems are at offensive tackle, in
defensive secondary and in the
speed of the backfield generally.
Mulligan, 6’6” 220 pounder, was
named to the Eastern Football
Conference team last season, as
was Jutze. The Indians should
come out on top by at least one
touchdown, we see it MSC 21-CC
SC 15.

STARTING

VARSITY

FOOTBALL LINEUPS
Offense

LE Rick Williams
LT Tony Battaglino
LG Pete Yurkosky
C Jack Freeman
RG Jack Harrington
RT Bill Neal
RE TonyCaiazzo
QB Jim Carovillano
RH Bill Sabbers
LH Buddy Van Pelt
FB Pete Berardi
DEFENSE
LE Tony Caiazzo
LT Bill Neal
MG Sean Bowe
RT Gene Pagnozzi

and George Strattman. Contras
tingly, the defense, especially
is thin in line reserves.
November 12, 1966 at Glassboro
Stale College, Glassboro 1:30 PJd

The Profs should be improved
this season and this might be the
pivotal year since football re
sumed two years ago. For the
first time coach Richard Wacker is working with some exerienced- and star caliber-players.
They include Lou Ciccone, Den
ny Lynch, Gene Racz, Bob Sulzman and 22 Opound Norm Merriel. Two transfers, John Adams
quarterback from Murry State
and Ed Steavens 205 pound back
from East Carolina State and
frosh quarterback, Jim Kovalsky
are also expected to help. De
October 29. 1966 at Delaware spite Glassboro’s improvement
State College, Dover.
Despite Glassboros
improve
The Hornets new coach, Roy ment the Indians should again
C. Moore inherts anything but romp 27 to 6.
a promising stuation as he re November 19, 1966 at Sprague
turns after a one-year sabaati- Field vs. University of Bridge
cal leave. He faces a rugged port.
schedule with only 1 seniors
The warriors of coach Nick Niso the Hornets will be consider colau tackle the most ambitious
ably short on experience. If the schedule in the schools history
string of four straight losing sea bolstered by their diminutive
sons is to end the frosh group of package of dynamite Paul Man18 hopefuls must develop fast. deville, the return of 10 offensive
In view of last years game look starters and an abundance of
for the Indians to come out on of overall size. Mandeville, 5’ 3”
top 3 to 6.
110 pounds, makes the offensive
November 5, 1966 at Sprague I go. He’s averaged nearly four
field, 8:00 P.M. vs. Trenton yards per carry for two seasons.
State College.
John Buckman, Fran Hutchins
Once agam coach Robert Sa- and two big sophs Bob Riggio an
iois is in trouble, half of his two John Howe should also give the
returning letterman are sopho the running game considerable
mores and are prone to mistakes. punch. Ed Ackerman anchors
Also Salois must find a quarter an experienced offensive line.
back; possibilities are junior An otherwise good defense has
Tom Barbato and freshman Jim question marks at tackle and the
Corna. There is little if any con- secondary.

HAROLD BELL, 60.- 190, 21,

Jr., Springfield
Saw considerable action last
season on both offense and de
fense. Aggressive and could de
velop into top-flight end. Caught
four passes for 40 yards last
year- Physical Education Major.
ALAN

BOGZIEWICZ,

5-11,

Frosh, Kearny
An all Big Ten tackle selec
tion last year at Kearny under
Coach Don Wernes. Could be a
defensive standout with exper
ience. Also a topflight wrestler.
Physical Education Major.
TONY CAIAZZO, 6-3. 215, 22

Sr., Bayonne
One of the best players to
come along in MSC history.
Strong, mobile and aggressive.
Good speed for a big man. He
runs 100 in 10.p. Tremendous
pass rusher. Good hands and
great desire. Physical Education
MajorJAMES

DOWNING, . 5-10

186, 19, Jr., Montclair
Chief candidate for starting
right offensive end. Plays cornerback on deefnse. Played at
Cranford High School. Also out
standing baseball player. Excel
lent Hands. Physical Education
Major.
RALPH LA MONICA, 5-10,

170, 18, Soph., Jersey City

dians punter for last two years.
Physical Education Major.
RICK WILLIAMS, 6-0. 195,

22, Sr., Dumont
Should be Carovillano’s prime
target.
Exceptional
receiver
with great moves. Outstanding
blocker who has developed ra
pidly over the last year.- Led na
tion last year in strikeouts as
pitcher on MSC baseball varsity.
Physical Education Major.
DONALD BLAST

6-1,

250,

20, Jr-, Newark
A (reserve for the last two
years. Biggest man on Indians
squad. An All-City tackle at East
Side (Newark) under Bert Manhoff. Physical Education Major.
BILL NEAL. 6-2, 2p0,20, Sr„

Clifton
An All-Eastern Football Con
ference first team selection last
year. Does an outstanding job as
offensive blocker. Quick and hits
'hard. Mobile and strong pass
blocker. Playing fourth varsity
yeair. Industrial Arts Major,
GENE PAGNOZZI, 5-11, 23,

19, Soph.- North Bergen
Saw a good deal of action a sa
freshman last season. Played
high school ball under famous
Joe Coviello- Great potential and
is being grommed to fill the
shoes of -departed Richie Keena
Physical Education Major.
ED PUGH, 6-3. 255,

23,Jr„

Needs experience but has good
desire. Lettered in foe [.ball.bas
ketball and baseball at Dickin
son (Jersey City) Hligh. Will be
used
primarily
on
offense
should improve with expe
rience. Physical Education Ma
jor.

Freehold
Used defensively for the last
two seasons. Has all the equip
ment to be outstanding football
player. First team All-Shore
under Hal Schanck. Business
Education Major.

MIKE SULLIVAN. 6, 178,p0,

220, Jr., Hackensack
A lineman who can play both
guard and tackle. Saw consider
able service last year near end
of season. Played at Hackensack
under the highly successful Tom
Della Torre. Physical Education
Major-

Sr-, Oakland
Being switched to end from
quarterback. Fine athlete who
did an outstanding job filling in
for Carovillano last year. Fine
baseboll player. Has been In

ROBER TDI AMBROSIO, 6,

RE Tony Battaglino
CB Jim Downing
LB Jack Harrington
LB Bob Di Ambrosio
CB Bill Kulikowski
HB Fred Henry
HB Buddy Van Pelt

All Freshmen interested in
Cross Country are invited to
try out for the team. Workouts
are everyday at 3:30. Candi
dates should meet with Dr.
Horn at Sprague Field or see
him personally. Previous run
ning experience not neces
sary.

Reserve Guard Don Rixzo

Reserve Tackle Ed Pugh

Reserve End Hal Bell

Reserve HB A1 Jennings
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Off. & Def. HB, Bud Van Pelt

Off.HB, Bill Sabbers

FB Pete Berardi

MG Sean Bowe

Def. RT, Gene Pagnozzi

C INDIANS VARSITY SQUAD
DON RIZZO. 59- 195, 22, Sr.,

JOHN RUBINETTI, 5-10, 19

Paterson

20, Jr-, Lyndhurst

Most underrated player. Has
been first-string on offense for
the laast two years. Blocks well
and has fine speed. Played at
Paterson Central under Aubrey
Lewis. Physical Education Ma
jor.

Second member of his family
to play at MSC. Attended Adams
State (Colo.) before transferring
to the Indians. Excellent tack
ier. Physical Education Major.

CHARLES

ROCHE,

5-7,

190, 21, Sr., West Orange
A reserve for the last two
years. Doubles as a linebacker
on defense. Injuries have hurt
his development. Science Major.
PETER

YURKOSKY,

5-8,

185, 18, Frosh, Little Falls
A freshman who could be a

big help. Played his high school
ball at Passaic Valley under
Steve Gerdy- Will understudy
Rizzo. Physical Education Ma
jor.
ROBERT FARESE, 5-11, 205

20, Soph.- Newark
On the varsity for the fifst time
Has good size. Can double as
middle guard on defense. Played
at Vailsburg (Newark) under
Sol Stone. Physical Education
Major.
m ik e

FRATELLO, 5-6, 155,

19, Soph., Hackensack
Up from the junior varsity.
Saw some duty last year on spe
cialty teams. Great desire. Has
improved steadily. All County
at Hackensack under Tom Della
Torre. Good student of game.
Physical Education Major.
JOHN FREEMAN. 6, 215, 22,

Jr., North Plainfield
Number one candidate to take
over for the departed Little AllAmerican pivotman, A1 De Pal
ma. Played at North Plainfield
High. Fine blocker. Industrial
Arts Major.
MICHAEL NUZZIO, 5-11, 190

18, Soph., Edison
Slated for reserve duty. Play
ed at Edison High School. Needs
experience to come into his own.
Physical Education Major.

Kicker Dan Rogers

ED WHITE. 5-9, 210, 1». Jr.-

Jersey City
A reserve for the last two
years. Can also play defense.
Might surprise. Social Studies
Major.

Good runner who could help
Indians ground game. Must im
prove blocking ability. Played
at Barringer High (Newark).
Social Studies Major.
TONY DI NETTI, 5-6. 165,

23, Jr-, Rahway
Good speed. Will be a spot
player on offense. Has excellent
chance to break into defensive
backfield. Physical Education
Major.
BILL GORSKI, 5-8, 165, 19,

Clark
JAMES CAROVILLANO, 6-

1*, 195, 24, Sr., Rutherford
The big man for the Indians.
Returning to team after a oneyear layoff- Major league arm
with professional future. Led
MSC to unbeaten year in 1964.
Outstanding field general who
can run when the situation pre
sents itself. Has been varsity
catcher on Indians baseball nine
for last three years. Physical
Education Major.
JOHN GARDI, 5-11, 185, 18-

Prosh, Harrison
A first year player who will
understudy Carovillano. Played
his high school ball at Harrison.
Physical Education Major.
FRED HENRY, 5-10, 178- 20,

Jr., Clifton
Should be number one replace
ment for Carovillano. Slated to
start at defensive safety. Physi
cal Education Major.
BILL

KULIKOWSKI,

5-9.

165, 18, Frosh, Irvington
Another first year player be
ing brought along slowly. Won
seven letters in football, wrest
ling and baseball at Irvington
High. Industrial Arts Major.
CARMINE CASCIANO, 6-0,

195- 20, Jr., Newark
Switching from quarterback.

Def. HB Fred Henry

Up from junior varsity. Saw

duty last year as a defensive
back. Physical Education Major.
TOM HUDAK, 5-10- 185, 2a

Sr., Wayne
Injuries have hampered foot
ball career. Will be used most
ly- on defense this year. Indus
trial Arts Major.
ALONZO JENNINGS,

6-1*,

187, 21, Jr., Passaic
Tremendous speed- Has run
the 100-yard dash in 9.8 seconds.
Must put it all together this year
Speed makes him excellent re
ceiver on pass patterns. Fine
Arts Major.
JACK

LANDFRIED,

5-8*.

165, 20- Jr., Belmar
Fine pony back who scampers
well. Speed is rated good. Play
ed his high school football at
Manasquap High. Averaged 5.1
yards per carry last year. Phy
sical Education Major.
RONALD PURRO, 5-6, 150,
21, Sr., Springfield

WILLIAM VAN PELT, 5-9,

165, 22, Sr., Edison
Has not had a real opportu
nity to show what he can do.
Fine athlete who has been a
three-year starter in baseballRuns well and is hard to bring
down because of excellent ba
lance. Best liked player on var
sity. Physical Education Major.
ANTHONY ADAMOLI 5-11, 195,

18, Frosh, North Arlington
A freshman with good poten
tial. Played under MSC gradJohn Kaelin at North Arlington.
Won letters in football basket
ball and baseball. Pysical Ed
ucation Major.
PETE BERARDE, 5-11, 210, 22,

CB Jim Downing

Sr., Newark
Leading candidate for starting
fullback position- Hits hard but
has been bothered by injuries.
Averaged 3.5 yards per carry
last year. Social Studies.
SEAN

BOWE,

5-10,

190,

18,

Frosh, Little Falls
A freshman with a bright fu
ture. Played at Passaic Valley
under Steve Gerdi. Physical Ed
ucation Major.
JOHN SENESKI. 51-0, 195,

20,

Jr. Belleville
Averaged 6-2 yards per carry
for 33 assignments last year.
Excellent runner who knows
how to use his blockers. Is in
terested in weight-lifting. Indus
trial Arts Major.
DANIEL ROGERS, 5-9, 155, 19,

Frosh, Bayonne
Will handle all field goal kick
ing assignments for the Indians.

LB Bob DiAmbrosio

Defensive backfield candidateGood speed. Played his high
school ball at Dayton Regional
Springfield.
Physical
Educa
tion Major.
WILLIAM

SABBERS-

5-9,

165, 21, Soph., JerseyCity
Made an impressive debut
last year. Was third in rushing
with 204 yards and a 6.2 average.
Comes from St. Michael’s Union
City . Will be counted on for ma
jor role this year. Spanish Ma
jor.

CB Bill KuUkowski

Tri-capiains: Bill Neal. Off. RT, Def. LT; Tony Caiazzo, Off. |
RE. Def. LE; Jim Carovillano. QB.
J
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By HANK FERRIS
It would be very easy to go
Our halfbacks have experi
on at great length about t h e ence but they aren't strongproblems we have had in put points at this writing. But Van
ting together the 1966 team. I Pelt, Bill Sabbers, A1 Jennings
was appointed head coach Aug- and Jack Landfried show pro
ust 1 this year and my staff mise but will have to compen
vvasn t assembled until several sate for their lack of size with
days before pre-season practice speed and competitiveness. As
opened on September 1.
fullback, however, we have two
However, with excellent coop first-rate players in Pete Bereration firom the players a n d ardi and John Senesky
Carovillano should make us a
my coaches, we have covered
a great deal of ground in a threat to score on any play. The
air game will be strong. If our
short space of time.
halfbacks come through, we
On the plus side are a num
should be tough to stop.
ber of things- First and fore- I
most is the return of quarter- j We need a backup quarter
back Jim Carovillano who’s an back to spell Carovillano a n d
outstanding passer and field depth in our line.
The defense could be as good
! general. Carovillano returns af
ter a one-year layoff. He’s look- as last year. Caiazzo and Ed
|ed brilliant in pre-season scrim- Pugh, who played on last sea
|mages.
son’s fine front five; Neal, Gene
We have five veterans w i t h PaSnozzi and newcomer Tony
; wide experience on the offen- BaUaglino make up a strong
1sive line. Tackle Bill Neal and unit
end 1 ony Caiazzo, two of o u r | Harrington, a brilliant student
j tiicaptains, could play on most J of the game, heads the linei any team in the country. End j backers. The rest of the deten; Ricky Williams and guards Don j sive backfield will be new but
Rizzo and John Harrington \ not totally inexperienced.
' brigh^ n «»e offensive line picWe have excellent spirit and
|tUre’ ° Ur needs a'-e a tackle and believe in OUr ability t0 give any
a replacement for Little All-Am- opponent a thorough |ame 0f
erican center Al DePalma.
football. Our schedue isn’t easy,
It s impossible to play down especially having to start with
! the loss of halfback Richie Hig- i two of last year’s underrated
j gins, an outstanding runner, j small colege powers, E a s t
|Higgins led the team in five of- Stroudsburg and Ithaca. I do
fensive departments last season think, however, that we shcuid
adnd set a score of all-time be in the thick of the Eastern
school records.
Football Confei enee race.
FOOTBALL COACHING RECORDS

ALL-TIME FOOTBALL RECORDS
(Compiled September 1, 1966)
INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
Most Points Scored
(Single Game)
..
24, Matt Jagiello vs. Trenton State (11-15-41)
Most Points Scored (Single Season)
74, Rich Higgins (1965)
Most Points Scored (Career)
158, Dom Deo (1960-63)
Most Touchdowns Scored
(Single Game)
4, Matt Jagiello vs. Trenton State (11-15-41);
Rich Higgins vs. Glassboro State (10-22-64)
Most Touchdowns Scored (Single Season)
12, Matt Jagiello (41);
Rich Higgins ( ’65)
Most Touchdowns Scored (Career)
..
26, Dom Deo (1960-63)
Most Touchdowns Passes Caught (Single Season)
5, Lynn Francis (1963)
Most Touchdown Passes Caught (Career)
8, Frank Davide (1959-62)
Most Touchdown Passes (Single Season)
8, Bob Bentsen (1963)
Most Touchdown Passes (Career)
10, George Jeck (1958-61)
Most Yards Rushing
(Single Game)
168, Rich Higgins vs. Delaware State (10-30-65)
Most Yards Rushing (Single Season)
915, Rich Higgins (1965)
Most Yards Rushing (Career)
1786 (442 carries) Dom Deo (1960-63)
Most Yards Passing (Single Season)
930, Bob Bentsen (1963)
(Single G a m e )...........
215, Bob Bentsen vs. King’s (Pa.) (10-26-63)
Most Yards Passing (Career)
..
1946, George Jeck (1958-61)
Most Yards Total Offense
(Single Game) ........
220, Bob Bentsen vs. King’s (Pa.) 10-26-63
......... 1003, Bob Bentsen (1963)
Most Yards Total Offense (Single Season)
Most Yards Total Offense (Career)
...................... 1786, Dom Deo (1960-63)
Most Carries (Single Game)
32, Dom Deo, Central Conn. St. (10-8-60)
Most Carries (Single Season)
........... .......... 147, Rich Higgins (1965)
Most Carries (Career)
442, Dom Deo (1960-63)
Most Passes Attempted
(Single Game) .
31, Bob Bentsen vs. King’s (Pa.) 10-26-63
Most Passes Attempted (Single Season)
... 171, Bob Bentsen (1963)
Most Passes Attempted (Career)
205, George Jeck (1958-61)
Most Passes Completed
(Single G a m e )...........
15, Bob Bentsen vs. King’s (Pa.), 10-26-63
Most Passes Completed (Single Season)
66, Bob Bentsen (1963)
Most Passes Completed (Career)
86, George Jeck (1958-61)
Most Passes Caught
(Single Game)
7, Manny Scrofani vs. Central Conn. State (10-8-60);
Bob Cannon vs. Trenton State, (10-13-62)
Most Passes Caught (Single Season)
................................ 24, Bob Cannon (1963)
........49, Bob Cannon (1960-63)
Most Passes Caught (Career)
Most Yards on Passes Caught
(Single Season)
.........
274, Lynn Francis (1963)
Most Yards on Passes Caught (Career)
610, Bob Cannon (1960-63)
Longest Field Goal
28 yards by Joe Cody vs. Hofstra, (10-8-38)
Longest Run from Scrimmage . 73 yards, Wes Rehberg vs. Gailaudet, (10-25-58)
Longest Kickoff Return
97 yards, Bill Harrell vs. Cheyney State (10-11-58)
Longest Punt Return
90 yards, Roger Rubinetti vs. Kutztown State (10-29-60)
Longest Run with
Intercepted Pass
55 yards, Ron Zimmerman vs. Upsulu (10-11-63)

1Guy M orrison............
Earl Leslie .......................
Ernest McCoy ..
Chester Pittser
j A. C. Coder
•
I George Brown .................
.. .
j Ray Yagiello
............
|Jerry Edwards ................

Years

w

L

T

1928-29
1930-31
1932-33
1934-43
1946-52
1954-56
1953
1957-59
1960-65

2
4
1
44
31

5
5
9
20
34

1
0
2
4
4

4
8
36

2
14
12

0
1
0

WS6M

Sports

V

Stuff

by Alan Friedman
The Indians are 2-0 so far this season, beating East Strouds
burg 14-7 and Ithica 9-6. Although these scores may not indicate
a strong offense, the Indians have shown Coach Ferris just what
he’s looking for—a balanced attack. In the win over East Strouds
burg, Tony Caiazzo received the “ Outstanding Player Of The Wee’’
Award for his play on both offense and defense. This game was
also highlighted bf the passing of Jim Carovillano and the running
Last Saturday, when
the
Montclair offense stalled in Itha Coach Ferris, there is also great
ca territory, Coach Ferrrs found spirit on the club, which is also
another very valuable offensive important in making a winner.
weapon in Dan Rogers, the place After coming off this big win akicking specialist. He booted gainst a touch Ithaca club, the
field goals of 39, 37, and
29 good spirit should keep the In
yards for all of Montclair’s dians up for this weekend’s game
points. There are many pros who against Central Connecticut.
have a rough time making field
One final note, last year Rich
goals from that distance; Rog Higgins was great at halfback
ers, who played at Bayonne High for the Indians. After graduat
is only a freshman, so the In ing he went to training camp
dians should be set as far as a with the New York Jets and
kicking specialist is concerned. tried to make it as a defensive
In the Ithaca game, the Indi back. In one televised pre-season
ans recovered six fumbles and game against the Boston Patri
intercepted four passes, which ots he intercepted a pass and
cites quick reaction and -rugged make a good 25 yard runback;
play on the part of the defense. he looked very good In the final
The outstanding -player here was preseason scrimmage of
the
Ron Purro, cornerback
from Jets, he intercepted a pass and
Springfield. He intercepted two returned it 22 yarrds for the win
passes and was also in on re ning score. He was eventually
covering fumbles. The fact that cut and put on the taxi squad.
there have been a number of Then an injury forced Rich to
different stars each week shows give up the game. It’s a shame.
that the team has the balance Higgins was a “ right guy,” and
that it needs to carry it to a showed a lot of promise; he. de
successful season. According to served a better break.
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Letters T o The Editor
To the Editor1 am a Freshman and a com
muter. Your views o fthe cri
tical parking problem at the col
lege in the issue of September
26th drew my attention.
Among other things, you dis
cussed the “ new lots” we have
been promised. While hiking
from the freshman parking area
to College Hall on Monday
morning, I noticed that one of
the “ new lots” had been com-

Europe Soon
(Continued from page 2)

INTERNATION LIVING. No Ex
perimenter could begin to des
cribe the experience in
one
hour. However, each Experime
ter welcomes you to speak to
him following the program. For
those of you who, because of
class conflicts, were unable to
attend the assembly, applica
tions and additional information
will be available in the SGA of
fice.
Come and learn how you can
visit a Spanish, German, Japan
ese Colombian, or Tanzanian fa
mily — not as a guest, but as
another member of that family.
Erik Engel,
Montclair Ambassador
to Spain 1966

pleted, but I was dismayed by
the fact that every space was
restricted for the use of the fac
ulty only. I know it is important
that our faculty be able to park
conveniently, however, I think
some effort should be made to
improve the parking situation
for students as well.
As far as I can see, complet
ion of the other “ new lots” is
not in the near future. Where
student parking facilities? It
it possible that all of us who
commute are supposed to find
the limited space available to
us adequate?

Voice of Montclair
The Voice of Montclair State
is handling radio publicity for
college activities. All organiza
tions sponsoring events on cam
pus are urged to secure publi
city forms at the Fishbowl. The
V. of M. S. will have publicity
announcements of these activi
ties made on over fifty rodio sta
tions throughout New Jersey, in
cluding WABC, WNEW, WPAT,
WMCA, and on the college sta
tions located on the campuses
at Seton Hall University, Upsala
College, Trenton State, and
Glabsboro State College.

CALENDAR
—1966—
Oct. 24 - 29—Suggested Period for Mid-Term Exams During Regular
Class Hours
Oct. 28—Final Date for Removal of Incomplete Grades - Undergraduate
Division
Oct.31 - Nov. 4—Junior Observation Week
Nov. 2—Mid-Term Deficiency Grades of "D ” and “ S” Due - Under
graduate Division
Nov. 2—'Dormitories Close - 7:00 P.M.
Nov. 3,4,5—Faculty Institute - No Classes
Nov. 6—"Dormitories Open - 4:G0 P.M.
Nov. 7 - Jan. 24—Senior Student Teaching Period - Mathematics, Social
Studies - 10-Week Proram
Nov. 18—Senior Visiting Day - Fine Arts, Home Economics, Industrial
Arts and Music Majors
Nov. 23—Last Day for Withdrawal from Courses Without Automatic
Failure
Nov. 23—Classes End - Senior Fine Arts, Home Economics ,and In
dustrial Arts
Nov. 23—Thanksgiving Recess - Begins at Close of College Day
Nov. 23—'Dormitories Close - 7:00 P.M.
Nov. 27—"Dormitories Open - 4:00 P.M.
Nov. 28—Classes Resume
Nov. 28 - Jan. 20—Senior Student Teaching Period - Fine Arts, Home
Economics, and Industrial Arts
Dec. 9—Senior Visiting Day - Seniors going Student Teaching Spring
Semester
Dec. 17—Christmas Recess Begins at the Close of the College Day
Dec. 17—'Dormitories Close - 7:00 P.M.
—1967—
Jan. 2—"Dormitories Open
jjjp 3_Classes Resume
Jan. 9—Senior Registrations (Business Education, English, Home
Economics, Languages, Mathematics, Music, Physical Education
Science, Social Studies, Speech!
. ...
Jan. 10—Junior Registration (Fine Arts, Industrial Arts, Music Majors
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

10—Required Freshman Assembly (Memorial Auditorium) 10:00 A.M.
14 - 17—Final Examinations
,
27—End of Fall Semester - Undergraduate Division
30—Registration - Registration Assistants - 10:30 A.M.
30—Registration—New Transfer and Readmitted Students—2:00 P.M.
30 - Apr. 7—Student Teaching Period - 10-Week Program
30 - Feb. 24—Student Teaching Period - Junior - Fine Arts,
and Industrial Arts
_,
Jan. 30 - Feb. 24—Student Teaching Period (Seniors and Juniors -

Jan. 30 - Mar 10—Student Teaching Period (Seniors - Home Economics)
Feb 12 3—Registration - Freshmen, Sophomore, and Junior
Jan. 31
Classes, and Senior Fine Arts, Industrial Arts, and Junior
Home Economics
Jan. 26— Evening Division Classes End
28,30,31—Registration
- Evening Division
Jan.
Feb. 4—Classes Begin - Evening Division
Feb. 6—Classes Begin - Undergraduate Division
Feb. 10—Late Registration - Undergraduate Division
“
17—Last Day for Change of Registration - Undergraduate Division
Feb.
Class Instruction Period - Junior Fine Arts, Industrial
Feb. 27—
and Senior Music
Mar. 1 - Mar. 28—Junior Student Teaching Program - Home Economics
Mar. 13 - 17—Suggested Period for Mid-Term Exams - During .
Regular Class Hours
Mar. 10—Campus Conference - Senior Student Teachers
Mar. 10—Final Date tor Removal of Incomplete Grades - Under
graduate Division
Mar. 13—Class Instruction Period - Senior Home Economics
Mar. 21—Mid-Term Deficiency Grades of "D " and "F " - Under
graduate Division
,
—
Mar. 23—"Dormitories Close - Spring Recess Begins at 10:30 P.M.
Apr. 2—"Dormitories Open 4:00 P.M.
Apr. 3—Classes Resume - 8:00 A.M.
Apr. 6—Last Day for Withdrawal from Courses Without an
Automatic “F”
_ .
. _ ,
Apr. 10—Class Instruction Period for Seniors - Returning from 10Week Student Teaching Period
May 1 - 26 -Student Teaching Period Junior - Home Economics
May 5—Registration - Panzer Canu
. . . .
May 19—Advanced Registration - Summer School - Undergraduate
Division only
May 22 - 25—Senior Hrxamlnatlons
May 27—Last Day of Classes - Evening Division
May 26 - June 8—Examinations - A1 Casses Except Seniors Undergraduate Division
May 30—Memorial Day - College Holidlay
June 4—Baccalaureate
June 7—Commencement
June 8—Close of Spring Semester - Undergraduate Division
June 8—"Dormitories Close 7:00 P.M.
• Dinner will not be served
•• Contract Feeding Begins with Dinner
Dormitories Remain Open Between Semesters
The College Reserves The Right To Modify This Calendar

will be stored. On weekends the
tables will be moved, the games
On Tuesday the Legislature will come out, and the doors of
appropriated $857.15 to be used Life Hall will be open. Initially
Sun
by the Director of Life Hall for the Hall will be open on
the
purchase of recreational day’s from 12:00 to 6:00. If suc
games for Life Hall. The equip cessful the Hall will open on Sa
ment
purchased will include: turdays, and an extension of the
pool tables, knock hockey, cards, Sunday hours will be attempted.
chess and checker sets. In addi The success of the program de
tion to this, the War Memorial pends on your participation and
Board is purchasing round tab respect for the new equipment.
Since many students, especially
les for the lower lounge.
This
will increase the number of stu those on campus, have no im
dents which the lounge will be mediate access to religious lead
of their particular faith,
able to accommodate, while at ers
the same time a more suitable some students have expressed a
card table will be provided. Dur desire to have on campus col
ing the week, due to a lack of lege chaplains who would be aspace, the recreational
games vailable if a student wished to
speak with them. I have appoint
ed a committee consisting of re
presentatives from the religious
organizations, faculty, and reli
of the meetings and gatherings. gious leaders in the community.
To Whom It May Concern,
Any ideas of questions you have
Paterson Stale Conference.
What is this thing called
Montclair takes pride in t h e on this topic would be appreciat
SEAM??? Afterr rail, since I am
number of conferencies to which ed.
a member I have a right t o
The SGA is presently in the
we send delegates! One partic
know what I’ve gotten myself in
all
ularly interesting one is being processes of setting u,p an
to for $2.00 a year!!! Someone
held on October 22, 1966, at Pat student appeals board to handle
said, “ SEAM represents t h e
erson State College. This is the traffic violations. Why were the
Student Education Association
Annual Leadership Conference, faculty names left out of the fall
at Montclair!” SO WHAT??? I
this year being combined with registration booklet?
still don’t know any more than
the Annual Speaker’s Bureau
With the recent awareness of
I did before
Conference.
the sore state of higher educa
I SEAM to need help
Montclair’s chapter has a tion in the State of N.J., I have
Signed, wide variety of committees for established a committee to keep
Bewildered ! interested members. Speaker’s abreast of all the events taking
Bureau committee members are place in Trenton which have a
Dear Bewildered,
invited to speak to high school direct relation to M.S.C. Mr.
You certainly do seem to need FTA groups in near-by areas
Clayton, our temporary Commis
some explanation! The National on the topics of college life,
sioner of Education, has come
Education Association (NEA) is Montclair State College, home
out with a typical Jersey pro
the national professional organ work, etc. We also have a Pub
gressive statement by saying
ization for educators. Under this licity Committee (we need peo
that the state colleges should re
main head come the fifty state ple with IMAGINATION, b u t
main teachers colleges and not
organizations which represent not necessarily an abundance of
become muti-purpose institu
the state teacher associations. talent), a Membership Com
tions. If you have any com
Under the NEA and the N e w mittee, a Program Committee, ments
concerning this last
Jersey Education Association which sets up our yearly sched statement please let me know by
come the Student NEA and the ule of speakers and events of writing to Joseph Kloza c/o
Student NJEA for students inter professional interest as well as Monlclaxion. In the
mean
ested in a career in education. social. There are other opport
time, “ You are now in
the
Finally, sub-groups of the SNJ unities available in SEAM, but State of New Jersey, please set
EA are the Student Education
your watches back 100 years!”
(Continued on page 6)
Association f o r professionallyminded college students, and the
Future Teachers of America for
the high school level. As a re
sult, our particular local chap
ter is called the SEA at Mont
clair, or SEAM!

Commuting has actually made
college life somewhat of a drud
gery for many students since
the problem of parking is one
of the foremost things in their
minds. I, along with many of
my commuting frriends, cannot
think of a more depressing feel
ing than searching all over cam
pus for a parking space, in the
rain, and ending up ankle deep
in mud behind Mallory Hall.
Why has completion of t h e
students’ lots not been hastened,
as it was for the faculty park
ing area? Can’t it be seen just
how serious the student parking
problem is?
Daphne Poutsiaka

by Joseph Kloza
S. G. A. President

SEAM EDITORIAL

Justice in Clifton

“ So what?” you say. You
are now a member of all three
professional organiaztions : the
SNEA(national, SNJEA(state),
SEAM(local). During the com
ing year you will be receiving
the same benefits for $2.00 that
teachers receive for $30.00 per
ÿear! The NEA and the NJEA
each publish a journal once
every month which will be sent
to you. (The mailing lists are
not yet complete so we would
appreciate your cooperation in
picking up this month’s issues
at the Fishbowl.) The NJEA
Reporter, a newspaper public
ation, keeps the New Jersey
Arts,teachers informed of the latest
state and national educational
legislative news.
You are entitled to group life
insurance and services dealing
with educational travel.
From the state )organization
(NJEA) you have the opportun
ities of teacher placement ser
vices, aid form state consultants
and speakers, handbooks, a n d
guides.

. ..

You Can Fight City Hall

Each year, in Clifton, many therefore could not have seen
people are given traffic tickets. whether Mr- Strangia stopped
The names of most of these or not. Taking pictures from the
people are simply added to the positions of his and the State
list of citizens who have been troopers car, and drawing dia
apprehended) violating a law and grams, of their relative positions,
therefore peacably paid their Mr. Strangia set out to prove
to Clifton Court that he was in
fine. However, there (recently
nocent. He subsequently plead
came to our desk the story of ed innocent and lost his case.
a young man who did not peaca
Although quite doubtful by
bly pay his fine. This young man, this time of the prospects of get
Anthony Strangia, went to great ting justice, M(r. Strangia ne
lengths to prove that there still vertheless decided to appeal the
is justice in the Clifton courts. decision. Unable to afford a law
On May 28th, 1966, Mr. Stran yer for this purpose, he did
gia drove his car down the ramp some research in the Hudson
from the junction of Routes 3 County Courthouse, made up and
and 46. He brought 'his cap to served the proper papers to the
a full stop at the Stop sign, and City of Clifton and the Passaic
then proceeded quickly onto County Court of Appeals. When
Valley Road. At this point he his case reached the court, he
was stopped by a State Trooper again presented his photographs
and given a ticket for “ run and diagrams, and the decision
of the Clifton Court was rever
ning a Stop sign.”
Mr- Strangia maintained that sed, despite the fact that the
the ticket was undeserved, since State Attorney General’s office- *
he did come to a full stop, and sent two men to attempt to re
Conferences and Workshops.
since the State Policeman had tain the previous decision.
Most interesting among t h e been traveling north (away fTom
Moral: When you’re only a ci
SNJEA services are the opport Montclair) on Valley Road, and tizen you have to try harder.
unities for its, members to at
tend various conferences a n d
workshops held at different col
There will be a very imporlanl meeting
leges throughout the state,
of the MONTCLARION staff on Tuesday,
the state. The NJEA Annual
October 11. 1966. at 3 p.m in the Publications
Convention in Atlantic City is a
Office. It is imperative that all editors, ashighlight of the year. You must
present your SEAM membership
sisant editors, and reporters attend.
ycard to gain admittance to many
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SEAM
(Continued from page 5)

it is impossible to write every
thing down on paper.
If you are interested in your
PROFESSIONAL FUTURE i n
teaching, come out to a meet
in g!!! An organizational meet
ing was held on October 6, and
our first official meeting will be
the following week!
Keep posted as for meeting
and conference dates through
our plaque (temporary folder)
on the main bulletin board i n
Life Hall and through posters
and fliers which will be around
campus. If you have any ques
tions do not hesitate to leave us
In order to gain an under- j a note via the bulletin board.
standing of what is expected of; Bewildered, I hope this has
young people entering industry, j given you some insight i)n t o
the three men from Montclair |Your Professional Organization
State were employed as Summer j on our MSC campus!
“ externs.” In this assignment,
Thank you for writing to us!
they went through the standard
Karen Sellick
employment
procedure,
and j
were given the intelligence and I
aptitude tests required for sev- J
PHI MU ALPHA
eral major employment areas, j
presents
Under the guidance of Ken- j
MUSICAL AMERICA
neth Kabicki of the community
on
relations department, they ob
NOV.
30, 1966
served many of the mainten
ance and production areas o f
the Kearny Works, such as the
apparatus drafting department,
Atlenticn All Seniors
material testing laboratories,
Any senior graduating
in
meter repair laboratory, a n d
June' 1967, must rent a
cap
toolmaking department. They
watched as products like re and gown. Forms and meas
lays, switchboards, transform urements will be available
ers, and cable were manufact 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and
2:00 to 3:00 p.m- on Friday,
ured.
One week was devoted to Oct. 14 in Davilla Mills Room
making field trips to related in- of Life Hall for all seniors not
yet measured. The fee is $3.50.
Any senior who has n o t
paid is reminded that he must
Bloomfield — Co-ed wishes
do so as soon as
possible.
girl to share furnished apart
Seniors who cannot
come
ment and expenses; call Mon,
for measuring during
the aTues., or Thurs. after 6:30;
bove hours should see Mrs.
748 - 5916.
Young in the SGA office.

(Continued from page 2)

(Continued from page 1)

animous praise from critics.
Typical of the remarks that fol
lowed their initial club appeardustries so that processes could I ance Was the review by column
be observed that were not avail ist Belle Greenberg who wrote:
able at the college or the Kear “ The Group, literally and figur
ny Works. They glanced into the atively, won their letters l a s t
future at the Bell telephone Lab night with the sophisticated Los
oratories at Murray Hill and Angeles audience.” “ Variety” de
at the Western Electric Prince scribed them as a group w h o
ton Research Center, they saw “ came on strongly with b i g
the training of data processing I sound and good rapport...” and
personnel at the Internationa! the “ Hollywood Reporter” called
Business Machine Corporation. them “ three young men w h o
Wherever the group went, they sing songs as the composers
were able to talk with leaders hoped they’d be sung.”
Praise, however, seems to be
of labor and management and
to speak with employees at all a commodity that came to Jim,
levels to discover their thoughts, Tony, and Bob even before they
called themselves The Letterproblems and opinions.
Although this program is still men. It came to Tony (Butala)
in an experimental stage. Mr. in his home town (Sharon, Pa.)
Clendenning feels that enough during his first professional en
has been learned to recommend gagement (he sang on a radio
similar programs for the pre show at eight years of age) and
paration of all New Jersey in led him to a singing job with
the famed Mitchell Boys Choir
dustrial arts teachers.

Complete New I.A. Program
A Montclair State College pro
fessor and two senior students
have just completed a pioneer
project that may well effect
dramatic changes in the pre
paration of industrial a r t s
teachers. Lee Clendenning, as
sistant professor of Industrial
Arts joined Richard Baugher of
113 Fornelius Avenue, Clifton,
and Robert M. Hinck, Jr., o f
52 Central Avenue, Caldwell, in
an 8-week experimental Co-op
erative Industrial
Experience
Program at the Kearny Works
of Western Electric Company.
The project was an outgrowth
of a conference earlier this year
between Dr, Arthur Earl, Paul
Slille, and Mr. Clendenning o f
the college and Henry Boardman and his staff of Western
Electric’s community relations
department.
At this time a pilot Summer
program was mapped out for
the purpose of increasing the in
dustrial
awarness
of
high
school and college instructors
and of improving communic
ations between educators a n d
industry for their mutual bene
fit. It was designed, according
to Mr. Clendenning, to “ narrow
the distance” between what is
taught in industrial arts class
rooms and what is needed and
practiced by industry. “ In the
long run, such a program
should,” he says, “ increase the
employability of high school
graduates who elect a general
curriculum instead of a college
preparatory or vocational pro
gram.

Fincher

LETTERMEN
and eventually to Hollywood.
Praise for Bob Englemann)
was mainly confined to the ath
letic field (he was an outstand
ing football and baseball player
at Van Nuys High School in the
San Fernando Valley). In fact,
it wasn’t until Bob started col
lege, Brigham Young Univer
sity, and joined a singing group
with his brother, Karl and the
elder Englemann’s wife, that he
thought of singing as a. career.
While at BYU Bob met Jim
(Pike). The next year both o f
them came to California a n d
joined Tony to form The Lettermen. Since that time, the bur
geoning popularity of the group
has seen their careers branch
out from records to all phases
of entertainment. Despite t h e
success. The Lettermen haven’t
changed. They’re still the same
three young men who have a
deep respect for good songs and
the people who write them.

Some Fellowships Tax - Free
Fellowships are grants made
to graduate students at colleges
or universities. Like scholarships
granted to undergraduates, most
fellowships are exempt from Fe
deral Income Tax.
However, according to Joseph
M. Shotz, District Director of In
ternal Revenue for New Jersey,
there are four major exceptions
to this general rule:
1. Any portion of a fellowship
grant which represents compensaltion for teaching, research or
other services in the nature of
part time employment is taxable
income unless such work is re
quired of all candidates for a
particular graduate degree.
2. Grants made to enable a
student to pursue studies or re
search primarily for the benefit
of the grantor do not qualify as
fellowship grants. They are tax
able income to the recipient.
3. Grants which are compen
sation or past, present or future
services are not fellowship
grants. They must be reported
as taxable income.

LO U V IS

4. Payment made to a student
for services performed on a re
search project for which the
school is being paid is taxable
income to the student.
Grants made to graduate stu
dents under Title IV of the Na
tional Defense Education Act of
1958 to assist them in preparing
for careers as college teachers
are not taxable.
Amounts received by
United
States citizens for study and re
search abroad under the Fulbright Act are not taxable but
additional amounts received for
teaching and lecturing abroad
are taxable.
Graduate students who are not
candidates for a degree are lim
ited in the amount of a qualified
fellowship grant which may be
excluded from income but de
gree candidates have no such re
striction.
Fellowship holders who have
further questions on the tax sta
tus of their grants may have
them answered at any Internal
Revenue Office.

of frenzy in which students, doc
tors, nurses, and patients were
arrested, the police gained con
trol of the hospital. It was found
that the student who was shot
had not been killed.
The large number of students
who were not arrested took re
fuge in ai Roman Catholic Church
across the street. The Archbi
shop instructed the parish priest
to remove the sacrament, but
not to give the police entry. In
the church the students engaged
in a seven day hunger strike. Un
til this time the Church had
more or less supported the gov
ernment.
Dr. Finchers’ story ends here
but the problem remains un
solved. According to Dr. Fincher
the universities are still stagger
ing along under the imposed
rule. Dr. Fincher says, “ This is
a rather typical situation in La
tin America.”

Freshmen
(Continued from page 1)

the provided wires. No posters
are permitted in any academic
building and only in the dormi
tories at the discretion of the
Dormitory Council. No cam
paigning is permitted on elec
tion day and all posters must
be removed before that day on
Thursday, October 20 speeches
will be given by all candidates
in Memorial Auditorium at 1:00
p.m. on Friday, October 21 the
voting will be held in Grace
Freeman Reading Room in Life
Hall between 9:00 through 5:00.
All persons voting must present
an S.G.A. card.

Swingline

PoflEM lNls
1 1 Divide 30 by </z
and add 10.
What is the

?

CHAR-BROIL

Breakfast — Lunch — Dinner

12 1 You have a TOT
Stapler that

Monday to Saturday

staples eight
10-page reports

7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
613 Valley Road

PI 4-9559 — 746-0911

Upper Montclair

Orders to take out

or tacks 31 memos
to a
bulletin board.
How old is the
owner of
this TOT Stapler?

This is the

Swingline
• OVER YOUR
INSTRUMENTS
• OVER AUDIENCE
NOISE

Friar Tuck Inn
691 POMPTON AVENUE
CEDAR GROVE

Your microphone is your link
with your audience. Choose
it with care. Shure Unidyne
m icrophones project your
voice over your instruments,
and over audience noise . . .
YOU WILL BE HEARD. They
are used by many of the
world's most famous Rock 'n
Roll and Country 'n Western
g ro u p s . S hure U n id yn e
microphones help put your
act across. W rite: Shure
Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey
Ave., Evanston, III. 60204.

S

239-4500

H

U

R

(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.49
N o bigger than a pack o f gu m -b u t packs
the punch o f a big deal! Refills available
everywhere. U nconditionally guaranteed.
M ade in U .S.A . Get it at any stationery,
variety, book store!

E

UNIDYNE
PROFESSIONAL ENTERTAINER
MICROPHONES

| u m o u b d noX tuaji jooip s
0|n«I isaipueq aqj *(>i ‘ |puad e pue qooq
-a»ou u o ) ixajq ¡Xem aq) Xq ‘ ||e )e uapi
peq s )ou si qajqM—„* ••ja|deis X O X •
3A0q noX,, a»*» J n o ^ Z <S£ *| p*pp« 01
i Xq papiAip o e ) 04 I
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Ambassadors Return

(Continued from page 3)
ter’s motto, ‘ ‘ Expect the unex country to be able to boast a
pected,” must be kept in mind. true understanding of its cus
Delta Sigma Pi
Iota Gamma Xi are busy mak Xi to Bob Cameau ‘69, Beta Ep
“ I found that many Moroc toms and its people. But at least
We wish to extend congratula ing plans for Homecoming and silon Taucans I spoke with had definite now I have made a beginning—
Joyce Gruber '68, Iota Gamma ideas about America, its people
a beginning which I hope to con
tions to our newly elected I.C.S. ISC Open House. Congratul
Xi
to Pete Berardi ‘67, Agora. and its ‘‘ideal” way of life. No
tinue.”
Representative, Mary ane De ations are in order for our sis
doubt they had developed these
John Van Emden, a social stu
En9aged
ter,
Bonnie
Cook,
who
is
the
Russo, an dto our new Club
impressions from American mo dies major from Fair Lawn, liv
new
ISC
president;
also
to
Jan
Nancy Polliti '68, Iota Gamma tion pictures. By being honest,
Representatives Diano Bonano
ed with a family in the Nether
and Peggy Squire. In December, ice Dime for the great job she to Gil Me Gary ‘67, Georgetown truthful, and sincere with peo lands.”
did
as
co-chairman
of
Welcome
University.
we are having our fi*rst annual
ples in other nations, an Experi
“ For me this summer’s exper
Week. At a meeting on Septem
Faye Gould, '67 to David menter can help them come to
Alumni Banquet.
iences were a revealing study of
ber 12, Sue Rogoff was elected Smith.
a closer and more accurate un I adopt to situations beyond thoseIOTA GAMMA XI
our new ISC representative.
Joan West ‘67, Theta Chi Rho derstanding of our country and
which I have learned to expect in
Now that the new semester is
engaged to Fred Nisenholtz ‘64, its people.
Beta Epsilon Tau
New Jersey, USA. Many of m y
well on its way, the women of
Rutgers.
“ provincial” concepts w e r e
The men of Beta Epsilon Tau
The
whole
experience
of
liv
Jackie Gilenson ‘67, Theta
erased as I felt myself becoming
have made plans to hold their
ing
in
Morocco,
the
warmth
and
Chi Rho engaged to Jeff Rosen
more understanding and consid
first annual Jack Foster Day to
kindness
of
my
family,
the
fact
'67, Phi Epsilon Kappa.
The Inter Sorority Council
erate of people different from
be held Monday October 3L 1966.
Dee Cilento ‘67 Theta Chi Rho that I was accepted as a daugh
invites all interested women of
myself. I begin to realize the
This
event
will
be
held
annually
ter
and
sister—
these
memories
engaged to Hank Omelczuk.
the college to attend its Fall
in connection with Halloween.
will always remain a deeply similarities exitsing among peo
Open House on Sunday, Octo
ples of all cultures.
significant part of my life.
ber 16. An assembly introduc
Pinned
“ My stay in Holland lasted
Attention,
Juniors
‘
‘Through
my
experiences
this
ing each sorority will begin at
seven
weeks. Late in June we
Rona
Bauer,
Iota
Gamme
Xi,
summer
I
feel
I
have
taken
a
Junior
week for 1966 has
2:00 p.m. in Memorial Audi
flew by jet to Brussells and then
‘68
.....
step
in
the
right
direction
to
been
rescheduled
for
Novem
torium followed by free time
Bob Cameau, Beta Epsilon
ber 7th through the 10th inclu ward human understanding. Of journeyed north through Bel
to visit each sorority’s exhibit
course, it would take years of gium and the Netherlands. Af
Tau
‘69
sive.
in Life Hall until 4:30
living and working in a foreign ter orientation in an old RothRona Bauer ‘68, Iota Gamma
eliuld castle (complete w i t h
drafts), our group of ten went
on to Velp and Arnhem where
each of us went to live w i t h
Dutch families.
“ I stayed with two families»
each for two weeks. My activ
ities included shopping, garden
ing, touring with the family, and
numerous family discussions a~
bout America and Holland. Af
ter a few weeks, I felt almost
as close to my adopted folks, as
I am to my own parents.
“ The boy in my second fam
ily wats a student at the Univer
sity of Utrecht. We visited the
major cities of Holland, ex
changed our views on social,
political, and philosophical issu
es, and in general, enjoyed our
selves to the fullest.
“After our stay in Arnhem, we
DEAR REB:
hostelled our way around theI'm a regular Renoir on the canvas, but on campus I just don't seem
country. We visited the dike pro
jects, the Biesbascns, Rotter
to make the scene. There was one campus cutie that used to admire my
dam, Amsterdaim. the German
paintings, but now she's too busy admiring some guy's new Dodge
beer halls, and the churches..
Dart. She says riding in this guy's Dart is like art; every time they go out,
But more important, we saw the
they draw a crowd. What can I do? I just have 1o see this girl again.
people and lived with them.
It's not that I'm in love with her, 1 haven't finished her portrait yet.
“ I chose Holland becauseI’ve always been interested in
COLOR ME BLUE
that country’s history and post
age stamps. Also, my grandpar
ents came from the Nether
DEAR COLOR ME BLUE:
lands.
Make your next sitting at your Dodge Dealer's. After you find out how
“ The most significant thing
for me was the insight gained,
easy it is to own a Dart, you'll be out painting the town. And don’t
into the Dutch way of life and
worry about finishing the portrait. With Dart, you'll find you have many
the broadening of my own
models to choose from. Get the picture?
views. I now understand better,
and have a greater empathy for,
the people of other cultures. 1
feel this widening of my social,
horizons will be most important
to my personality and to m y
career as instructor of social
studies.
Joseph McGowan, a biology
maijor from Cresskill, traveled
through Ireland.
“ The first month of my visit;
to Ireland was a home-stay with
the Provost’s in a little town
called Greystones, about eigh
teen miles south of Dublin. You
can imagine my surprise when
I found out I was to have an 18
year old sister. It turned out to
be one of the greatest advant
ages of the trip, for through
Vicki I met and made friends
with many of the young people
Here’s the picture that's worth a thousand ah's. '67 Dodge Dart GT. Dart gives you more
in Greystones. And I found out
that the Irish youth are as “ in”
show and go than ever before, and it still has that nice low price. Plus a long list of standard
as any American teenager.
equipment. Like padded instrument panel, padded sun visors, outside rearview mirror,
“ The second month of the stay
consisted of traveling around
carpeting and so much more.
the southern counties of Eire.
This wais the typical Ireland
CHRYSLER
DODGE DIVISION
that everyone imagines, thatch
M O TO RS CORPORATION
ed cottages, peat bogs, poteen
(a form of whiskey made from
w r.
potatoes).
“ The last day of the stay was
spent in London, which is one
of the swingingest places on
(Continued on page 8)

Art student keeps getting the brush-off.
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Soccer Team Drops Three;
Still Seeking First Win
After three games the soccer Arvi Saar. Montclair lost, 3-1.
team is still looking for its first Their third game of the year,
victory. In the Indians’ first found Montclair home to Phila
game they faced Newark Col delphia Textile. Although t h e
lege of Engineering and w e r e final score was 2-1 in favor of
simply outclassed. NCE h a d the opposition, the Indians con
many foreign-born players in trolled the ball throughout the
the line-up. These boys have g a m e . Philadelphians scores
been playing soccer for ten t o came on fast breaks. Aside
twelve years and it showed on from that, Montclair was able
the field. The final score was to keep the bol lin their oppon
indicative of the game. NCE ents’ territory. Unfortunately
won six to nothing. In the sec- ! they were unable to cash i n
ond game Montclair was host to I more than once throughout the
East Stroudsburg State College. entire game. Saar again scored
Coaich John McKeon formerly of the Indians’ lone goal when he
Montclair State coached t h e booted a loose ball into the net
Stroudsburg team. The Indians ting. The team is obviously im
played well but the front line proving with each game a n d
was only able to "put across one their first victory should come
goal. It was scored by freshman very shortly.

Cross-Country Team Drops
,Opening Match to Albany
The Montclair State Cross Country team, coached by Dr.
George Horn, is off to a slow
- start this season. The varsity
harrier have been running un
der adverse conditions and when
they opened the season on Sep
tember 24 it was after only one
week’s practice.
In the opening meet at Albany
State ollege, the Indians fell 40
to 21. The conditions were ad
verse with cold temperatures,
rain, and wet, soggy footing. Al
bany’s Joe Keating won the five
mile race in 29:49.2 sec., nosing
out MS’s Jimmy Harris in the
stretch by 9.3 seconds. The home
team took third and fourth place
and our Ralph Vernacchia regis
tered a fifth place _ finish. His
time was 29:39.2.
Fairleigh
Dickinson
edged
Montclair 25 to 30 in the second
meet of the year. FDU’s Altena
and Anievas finished 1 and 2 in
respective times of 25:23 and 26:
10. For State, Jim Harris took
Attention:
Basketball Candidates
All Sophomores, Juniors
and Seniors intending to try

third with a clocking of 26:32,
Ralph Vernacchia ran fourth,
Tom Ciccone was sixth, Jim Santomier registered an eighth and
Ed List took ninth.
In a triangular meet on Sat
urday, October 1, Horn’s har
riers tied Jersey city State for
first place, while Pace college
ran last collecting 64 points. Jer
sey city had a distinct advan
tage on the home Lincoln Park
course. The course itself was a
trough swamp in a land fill ar
ea. One pace runner was in
jured due to the poor conditions.
The Gothics’ Pete Coleman won
the race and Jim Harris took
second, a Pace runner was third
and Indian Ralph Vernacchia
was fourth. Also placing for
MSC were Ciccone, Santomier,
List, Jim Nichols, and Roger
Hamilton.
Coach Horn feels that the team
is improving and that if the run
ners learn to pace themselves
better that they should end up
with a good season mark.

out for the varsity basketball
team should report to
the
training room in the Panzer
Gymnasium for their medical
examination on Friday, Octo
ber 14. 1966 at 4:30 P.M.

The first scheduled
prac
tice will begin at 4:30 P.M-,
Monday, October 17, 1966.
All Freshmen intending to
try out for the freshman bas
ketball team should report to
the training room in
the
Panzer Gymnasium at
4:30
p.m., Monday, October 17, 1966
for
their medical examin
ation. The fiirst practice ses
sion will be held Tuesday, Oc
tober 18, 1966, at 7:00 P.M.

Europe for $100
Switzerland— A do-it-yourself
summer in Europe is now
available. The new p l a n
makes a trip to Europe, in
cluding transportation, pos
sible for less than $100. A com
plete do-it-yourself prospectus
including instructions, money
saving tips and a large selec
tion of job opportunities along
with discount tours and appli
cation forms may be obtained
by writing to Dept. X , Inter
national Travel Esi., 68 Herrengasse, Vaduz, Liethensiein
(Switzerland)
enclosing $1
with your inquiry to cover the
cost of the material, overseas
handling and air mail postage.
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Fishbowl Helps

(Continued from page 7)
earth. Everything that I had ever introduction to some useful Swa
heard about that city I found to hili.
The fishbowl, located in t h e
be true—from the cockney ac
“ On July 11 we left the USA.
lobby
of Life Hall, feels t h e
cents to the “ charm" of Soho. We had a two day layover in
“ I chose to visit Ireland for Istanbul, a night in Athens, a pulse of the entire student body.
several reasons: 1) I don’t night in Entebbe, Uganda, a It is a vital information center
speak any foreign languages; night in Naiirobi, and finally we j and lets everyone know “ what’s
2) If I had gone anywhere else I arrived in Dar Es Salaam, Tan- hapepning on campus.”
my ancestors would have turn j zania.
Some of the services provided
ed over in their grave; and 3)
“ Our family stay lasted f o r
I was curious about the land |three weeks. I stayed with Mr. by the fishbowl for the benefit
which I had heard was “ so j & Mrs. Abdulrehman Shatry. I of the student body are: distribution of student mail, and of
lovely and green.”
j had four sisters: Asia, 19; Sop- J the
New York Times; posting of
“ The most significant thing a- j hia, 16; Nuru, 13; Zakia, 5; and
bout my stay was the discovery three brothers, Abdulkadin, 18; \ important information such a s
of how well-liked we Americans : Abdulaziz, 11; and Abdulhalim the student activities calendar
are in Ireland; the most unfor 8. Our home was in the Baga- on the bulletin board in L i fe
gettable, the reverence which moto Section, a short distance j Hall; selling of discount tickets
|for performances at Newark
the Irish people hold for t h e from the Indian Ocean.
Symphony Hall as well as tick
late Presdient Kennedy. Almost
“ After the homestay we spent ets lor all college productions.
every house has at least o n e eight days in a work camp. Somemorial to the late President. mangila was a cooperative vil Free information is also avail“ I feel the most enjoyable lage, We lived in a mud hut |able at the fishbowl counter on
part of my stay was the friend with a thatched palm roof. We outside productions in the nearships acquired. People you pass worked in the garden and put a j by metropolitan area.
The fishbowl also provides a
ed on the streets would nod or cement floor in a building that
printing service where you can
say “ hello” or “ even strike up a will be used for a school.
conversation with you. Y o u
“ We then traveled throughout drop off a typed sheet to b e
could walk into any pub alone Tanzania, Kenya, and Uganda- |duplicated and pick it up in a
and in five minutes, have a good While in Moshi, a small town at j few hours. A record rental serconversation going. If you visit the foot of Mt. Kilomanjaro, we j vice is also provided in the aded the same place several nights visited coffee and sugar plant 1joining room to the fishbowlin a row, you could easily devel ations. We used Arusha as a This allows the students to bor
op a. friendship.
jumping-off point for the game row records for a limited time.
The experience gained from parks. Lake Manjara National A hospitality service is extended
this experiment has me serious Park is famous for the lions to all college guests to guide
ly considering working in t h e that sleep in the trees. The Ngo- them around the campus.
international field.”
rongoro Crater for its abun
In the future it is hoped that
Ric Traini, a Mathematics dance of zebras, wild breaststhe fishbowl will be able to sell
major from Penn’s Grove, vis and irhinoceroses.
cigarettes, candy, and other
ited Tanzania.
“ Our four days in Nairobi everyday necessities of the col
“ It is difficult to put the sum were characterized by shopping lege student. Mr. Leo, Director
mer into some sort of perspect for curios. Three d a y s were of Life Hall, said that this ser
ive. It is the type of experience spent at Mkerre University in vice will add a personal touch
that does not end when you get Kampala. It was very interest which has been missing because
off the plane but continues ing to talk to university stu of automation.
throughout your life.
dents and to compafre the dif
“My journey to Tanzania be ferences and similarités of our
gan on July 5. I went to Putney college lives.
Vermont for five days of orient
We also walked through t h e
ation. At Putney, 1 met the rest Acropolis by moonlight, along
of the group, which consisted of the shores of Lake Victoria ear
seven girls, three men, and our ly in the morning, bargained
leader. During the week w e with merchants in the markets,
Margin for Excellence is the
were intoduced to some Tan were shown through a Masai vil student aid1 division of the
zanian customs, had many dis lage by a Masai warrior, and Montclair State College Devel
cussions on the position of Tan took a boat trip to Kelphi. All opment Fund. Through this
zania in the world today, and an in all, it was truly an unfort- organization the students can
work with the state to better
table experience.”
Other MSC students who were equip and expand the facilit
W.R.A. SCHEDULEaccepted by the Experiment and ies at Montclair.
FALL 1966
who received a $200 stipend to
The chairman of MFE is
Volleyball Club: Oct. 3-Nov. 21
ward their summer expenses Linda Tomasini,
a
junior
Sue Nielsen & Dr. Wacker.
were Nufrio Assunta, Spain; English major. She announced
Monday 3:00-4:30 p.m., Gym 2
Kathleen Beatty, Great Britain; that the freshman class of 1970
Tennis Club: Sept. 28-Nov. 16
Lillian Brust, Germany; Lois has pledged over $27,000
of
Mrs. Taigia.
Caiman, Italy; Marian Cruger, which $4,500 has been paid.
Wednesday 4:00 p.m.
Belgium. Nancy Dierk, Switzer
The student body is enjoying
Field Hockey Club and Team:
land. Margaret Ferguson, Jap the present Life Hall Building
Sept. 22— Nov. 22
an; Edward Helvey, Sweden; which was made possible through
Miss Venezia. Monday,
Michele Hughes, Switzerland ; the work of previous classes.
Tuesday & Thursday
Diane Hunter, Egypt; John Jon The MFE proposes to
expand
3:00-5:30 p.m.
es, Belgium; Linda Kenefick, the Life Hall and include an
Bowling Club: Nov. 30—
Columbia ; M o n i ca Lassner, art gallery, rotating art gal
to end of semester
F/rance; Patricia Litus, Greece; lery and Montclair’s own art
Mrs. Taigia. Wednesday
Josephine Mazza, Italy; Mich collection. Expansion
of
the
4:00-5:30 p.m.
ele Oudin, France; Barbara Student Travel
and Exchange
Gymnastic Club: Sept. 27
Pawlak- Italy; Kathryn Perkins Program and the Graduate
to Spring
Irland ; Ruth E l l e n
Post, Study Loans would
increase
Miss Crossman.
France; Patricia Urban, Moroc- opportunities to the qualified
Tuesday 4:00-5:30 p.m. Gym 3
oco; Deborah Venezia, Ger student. All thede things
are
Thursday 7:00-9:00 p.m. Gym 3
many; and Marianne Zuchow- vital to a
college of Mont
Gymnastic earn: Sept. 27
ski, Great Britain.
clair’s caliber.

MSC Students

MFE Seeks A id
For College

to end of semester

SOCCER SCHEDULE FOR THE FALL OF 1966
Day

Sat.
Wed.
•Tues.
•Sat.
Wed.
Sat.
Wed.
•Sat.
•Wed.
Sat.
Wed.
Sat.
•Tues.

Date

Opponent

H or A

Time

Sept. 24
Newark Col. of Engr. Away
1:00
Sept. 28
E. Stroud. St. Col.
Home
3:00
Oct.
4
Jersey City St. Col.
Away
3:00
Oct.
8
Glassboro St. Col.
Home
1:00
Oct. 12
St. Peter’s College
Home
3:00
Oct. 15
Monmouth College
Away 12:00
Oct. 19
F ’leigh Dickinson U. Home
3:00
Oct. 22
Trenton St. College
Home
1:00
Oct. 26
Paterson St. Col.
Away
3:00
Oct. 29
Albany State Col.
Home
2:00
Nov. 2
Bloomfield College
Away
3:00
Nov. 5
Pratt Institute
Home 11:00
Nov. 8
Newark State Col.
Away 11:00
*New Jersey State College Conference Game
Coach, Leonard Lurenko

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
Noon
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.

Miss Crossman.
Tuesday 4:00-5:30 p.m.
Wednesday 4:00-5:30 p.m.
Thursday 4:00-5:30 p.m.
Modern Dance Club:

Sept. 29-Spring
Miss Jensen
Thursday 6:15-7:45 p.m. Gym 4
Basketball Club:
Nov. 28-Feb. 27

Miss Venezia
Monday 3:00-4:30 p.m. Gym 2
Basketball Team: Oct. 26
to end of semester

Miss Paskert
Wed. 3:00-5:00 Gyms 1 & 2
Thurs. 6:30-8:00 Gyms 1 & 2
Fencing: Sept. 26 to Spring

Monday 6:00-9:00 p.m. Gym 4
Wed. 6:00-9:00 p.m. Gym 4

CROSS COUNTRY
SCHEDULE FOR THE FALL OF 1966
Day

Dale

Sat.
Sept.
Wed. Sept.
Sat.
Oct.
Wed. Oct.
Sat.
Oct.
Wed. Oct.
Sat.
Oct.
Wed. Oot.
Sat.
Oct.
Wed. Oct.
Sat.
Nov.
Sat.
Nov.

24
28
1
5
8
12
15
19
22
26
5
12

Opponent

H or A

Albany State College
Fairleigh Dickinson U.
Pace & Jersey City St.
Monmouth College
Glassboro College
City College of N. Y.
So. Conn. & USCG
Queens College
Blmfld. & Trenton St.
Paterson St. College
N.J.S.C.A.C.
N.A.I.A.
Coach, Dr. George Horn

Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away

Time

2:00
4:00
11:00
4:00
1:00
4:15
11:00
4:15
1:00
3:00
1:00
1:30

P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

